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Abstract
Two methods for estimating the planetary boundary layer, an algorithm to identify a maximum
in the backscatter and a covariance wavelet transform method, are explored and applied to global
radar wind profiler network data and ceilometer data respectively. The objective of the study is
to establish that the data sources and algorithms can be used to estimate planetary boundary layer
heights so that global studies can make use of these estimates. Data from the global network of
wind profilers required significant restructuring and quality control in order to be used for the
present study. The maximum backscatter identification algorithm was slightly modified from a
previous study, and requires further fine-tuning for future use in estimating planetary boundary
layer heights and drawing conclusions from those estimates. Linear interpolation of the radar wind
profiler data in conjunction with the estimates obtained from the maximum backscatter identifica-
tion algorithm were used to develop an experimental high order smoothing method for estimating
diurnal cycles of the planetary boundary layer height. Applying both the maximum backscatter
identification algorithm and covariance wavelet transform algorithm to data from radar wind pro-




The planetary boundary layer (PBL) is the layer of the troposphere that begins at the Earth’s surface
and spans to a height that varies between less than 100 m and several kilometers above the Earth’s
surface. It is defined as ‘the part of the troposphere that is directly influenced by the presence of the
Earth’s surface, and responds to surface forcings on a timescale of about one hour or less.’ (Stull
1988). At the boundary between the PBL and the troposphere above is the entrainment zone which
can range from approximately 5 to 100 m in thickness (Thompson 2012). The entrainment zone is
where air is exchanged between the PBL and the rest of the troposphere.
The height of the PBL varies over the earth’s surface mostly depending on solar radiation, land
surface material, land surface elevation, natural and anthropogenic gases released and exchanged
at the Earth’s surface, and the moisture regimes of the atmosphere and land surface (Molod et al.
2015). The PBL height exhibits a strong diurnal cycle due to its dependence on solar radiation. As
the sun heats the Earth’s surface in the morning, the PBL grows and pushes the entrainment zone
higher above the Earth’s surface due to transport processes (Stull 1988). By the late afternoon,
the PBL can span up to 4000 m above the Earth’s surface. In the evening, the cooling air damp-
ens transport processes including turbulence, and the planetary boundary layer shrinks in depth
to an average of 50-200 m above the Earth’s surface. The evening cooling may leave behind a
residual layer of gases above the PBL. The PBL height also exhibits seasonal cycles with higher
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observed PBL heights in the summer and lower PBL heights in the winter (Chan et al. 2013).
Figure 1.1 shows a schematic of the near-Earth surface atmospheric layer and the evolution of the
PBL through a diurnal cycle.
Figure 1.1: schematic of the diurnal cycle of the PBL over land on a clear day. As the sun rises, the
heat absorbed by the Earth’s surface causes the entrainment zone to rise further above the Earth’s
surface. As the sun sets, a residual layer is left and the entrainment zone begins to sink. Source:
Coen et al. 2014, adapted from Stull, 1988
The height of the PBL is important for applications regarding air quality, carbon dioxide bud-
geting, wildfire monitoring, agriculture, weather prediction, climate, prediction of sea states, trans-
portation, hydrological modeling, and wind and solar energy. The PBL height largely determines
the concentration of gases in the air because it is the maximum height to which gases emitted at
the Earth’s surface are mixed within an hour. Thus, an understanding of the height of this layer
is important for predicting the movement and dispersion of pollutants, dust, radiological and bio-
logical constituents, and greenhouse gases on short and long timescales (Miao et al. 2019). As the
PBL grows, the concentrations within the PBL of gases emitted at the Earth’s surface decrease and
the trend reverses as the PBL shrinks due to the changing volume of air available for mixing. In
terms of carbon dioxide, this results in higher concentrations near the Earth’s surface at night and
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lower concentrations during the day, independent of any other carbon dioxide interactions such
as photosynthesis, respiration, combustion, etc. This is called the rectifier effect and it increases
the complexity of global climate modeling (Denning et al. 1999). Serious wildfire plumes can
reach heights above the PBL. Wildfires that penetrate the free troposphere can cause regional and
global effects on solar radiation that reaches the Earth’s surface and on cloud formation, while
wildfire plumes that remain within the PBL have a more direct impact on local air quality (Lareau
et al. 2017). Short-term and long-term local weather forecast models are improved by the use of
PBL height forecasting. Thus, temperature, wind and precipitation predictions used for agriculture
management depend on accurate PBL height estimates.
Estimating the height of the PBL is difficult due to its somewhat vague definition. It is the tur-
bulent mixing layer between the Earth’s surface and the free troposphere, so ideally, some measure
of turbulent kinetic energy in a column of air would be used to estimate the layer height where
there is a sharp decline in turbulence. However, at present turbulent kinetic energy itself is not
measurable in a vertical column of air. Thus, proxy variables are necessary. Currently used proxy
variables within a column of air include gradients of air density, temperature, wind speeds, tracer
gas concentrations, and water vapor concentrations. Some PBL height estimates utilize more than
one of these measured variables. The height of the top of low clouds has also been used to estimate
the PBL height.
These proxy variables are measured with a variety of instruments - some taking direct measure-
ments and others using remote sensing. The work of Seibert et al. (2000) summarized the variety of
methods and it is briefly reviewed here. Direct measurements can be taken by radiosondes attached
to weather balloons and by meteorological towers. Radiosondes are sensors that measure a variety
of variables such as temperature, wind speeds and humidity, and transmit the measurements via
radio to a ground station. There are more than 1000 radiosonde stations throughout the world that
make regular ascents into the atmosphere. Within a few minutes, they can go from the ground to
above the PBL and take measurements throughout its ascent to create a vertical profile. Humidity
and temperature gradients are the most common radiosonde measurements used to estimate PBL
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height. The main limitation of radiosondes is the temporal resolution of the collected data. Most
radiosonde stations only complete a few ascents per day, providing data for just a few PBL height
estimates per day.
Meteorological towers are towers that reach up to 300 m and may have sensors throughout the
tower to measure any of the above proxy variables. Meteorological towers have the best ability to
host sensors that measure turbulent variations, which is the most ideal variable to use for estimating
PBL height. These towers can take continuous measurements, giving great temporal resolution.
However, the height limit of these towers is often below the PBL height during the day, preventing
the collection of data that is usable for its estimation.
Remote sensing of the proxy variables can be done by SODAR (Sonic Detection And Ranging),
radar wind profilers, and micro-pulse lidar and ceilometer instruments. All of these instruments
are ground-based and emit different type of waves vertically and at a few off-vertical angles into
the atmosphere. They measure the backscatter received from their emitted waves colliding with
particles in the atmosphere, which serves to characterize the density of aerosols and hydrometeors
throughout a column of air. All of these remote sensing instruments have a limitation of function-
ality to clear days only because clouds and precipitation will cause significant backscatter of the
emitted signals.
SODAR instruments emit sound waves and measure the backscatter every 5-20 m along the
vertical profile. They emit multiple waves within a few seconds and average the result together
to report a robust density profile. The sampling is typically every 10-30 minutes. Thus, SODAR
instruments have excellent spatial and temporal resolution. However, they produce significant
noise pollution and are limited in the maximum height of measurement (typically around 1 km)
due to the rapid weakening of the acoustic signal as it travels into the atmosphere. They also are
sensitive to environmental noise.
Radar wind profilers (RWP) emit radio waves and measure the backscatter every 50-250 m
throughout the vertical column of air. The measured backscatter corresponds to the gradient in
particle density such that a higher backscatter measurement indicates a higher gradient in density
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of particles in the air. RWPs operate at different frequencies depending on the target of study.
Some RWPs have the ability to calculate the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) which compares the level
of the returned signal to the level of background noise as opposed to the backscatter, which is just
the return signal itself. RWPs can sample a vertical profile up to 16 km, and they collect profiles
every ten minutes to every two hours, depending on the instrument. Like SODAR, multiple waves
are emitted in short succession and are averaged together for a more robust profile. While their
maximum height of measurement can certainly reach above the PBL, RWPs are limited by their
minimum height of measurement which is normally around 200m. In some places and at some
times during the day, 200m is already above the PBL. However, for most cases, this minimum
height of measurement is sufficient. RWPs can also exhibit limitations in especially clear air where
the backscatter will be very weak throughout the profile.
Micro-pulse lidar instruments and ceilometers emit lasers (light beams) and measure the backscat-
ter as the light bounces off of aerosols and hydrometeors. They operate at different wavelengths
depending on the target material of study. These instruments can have excellent temporal and
spatial resolutions, returning profiles as often as every 30 seconds with measurements as close as
every 10 m. They can measure up to 20 km above the Earth’s surface and as low as 200m. As a
side note, lidar technology is extremely dynamic and can also be used from aircraft, satellites, or
drones as well. NASA and CNES (Centre National D’Etudes Spatiales - The National Center for
Space Studies) have maintained a satellite project called CALIPSO that has continuously measured
cloud and aerosol properties around the globe since April 2006. The advantage of these moving
instruments is that measurements can be taken at different locations on Earth within a short period
of time.
All the above instruments return measurements in the form of a vertical profile. For a given time
at which measurement occurred, the heights of measurement within the vertical profile are associ-
ated with the values of the measured variable. Vertical profiles can be used to identify the height
at which the measured variable indicates a characteristic of the boundary between the PBL and
the free troposphere. These characteristics include gradients in temperature and turbulence. The
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boundary between the PBL and the free troposphere exhibits a temperature gradient that changes
from negative to positive and a dew point temperature gradient that is highly negative (Stull 1988).
Additionally, as compared to the PBL, the free troposphere generally exhibits less turbulence and
a lower concentration of aerosols and hydrometeors. Thus, identifying a height within a vertical
profile at which there is a large gradient in the concentration of particles is another general premise
behind estimating the PBL height (Caicedo et al. 2017).
This premise can be achieved through a variety of specific algorithms. Choice of algorithm
usually depends upon the instrument, the measured variable, and previous PBL estimation studies.
Many PBL studies focus on comparing algorithms applied to the same data set. In general, as
there is no direct measurement of PBL height, much of the research related to the PBL involves
comparing proxy variables, instruments, and algorithms for PBL height estimation.
The overall goal of the research that motivates the present study is to establish, in a sense of
proof of concept, that global data from wind profilers can be used to estimate PBL heights and that
two different estimates of PBL heights obtained from different co-located instruments can be used
to establish a ’best’ estimate. The specific objectives towards accomplishing that goal are: (1) to
determine the usability of data from a global network of radar wind profilers (RWP), and (2) to
compare RWP and ceilometer data available at the same location. The National Meteorological
Service of the United Kingdom has collected data from hundreds of RWP instruments around the
world. It is a large, complex dataset that requires significant processing to be used in a study of
PBL height estimates. The work of the first objective can be described as data processing and data
quality control, and it entails cleaning the data, modifying an existing algorithm used to find PBL
heights, and developing an experimental high order smoothing method to estimate PBL diurnal
cycles.
The data used in the work related to the second objective is provided by the US Department
of Energy Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Office (ARM), which collects and publishes data
from a variety of instruments from around the world. There is a significant amount of data from
multiple instruments at the same location, making it a prime source for comparing instruments and
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proxy variables for estimating PBL heights. The present study involves identifying locations at
which RWP and ceilometer data are available, cleaning the data, applying the appropriate algo-
rithms to estimate the PBL height using data from the different instruments, and comparing the
results.
Chapter 2 will provide information on the background studies that were most closely utilized
to inform the establishment of the present study. Chapters 3 and 4 will detail the data, algo-
rithms, procedures, and results of the radar wind profiler network data study and the comparison to
ceilometer data study, respectively. Chapter 5 will summarize the conclusions and Chapter 6 will




The two parts of the present study were primarily informed by the work of Molod, Salmun and
Dempsey (2015), referred to as MSD15 hereafter, and by the work of Caicedo, Rappenglück, Lefer,
Morris, Toledo and Delgado (2017), referred to as CRLMTD17 hereafter. These investigations will
be summarized below.
MSD15 developed an algorithm based in atmospheric science to estimate PBL heights and ap-
plied it to data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Wind Profiler
Network (NOAA cited 2021). This network of wind profilers has since been decommissioned in
2014. MSD15 developed this algorithm based on the premise that the gradient of hydrometeor and
particle density is at a maximum at or near the PBL height, and thus a profile recorded by the radar
wind profiler (RWP) will exhibit a maximum in backscatter at or near the PBL height. Their study
involved data from 31 RWPs in the Central United States. All except one of these RWPs operated
at a frequency of 404 MHz, taking measurements every 6 minutes and averaging them together to
provide hourly profiles. Measurements began at 500 m above the ground and were taken every 250
m up to more than 4000 m.
MSD15 first developed the algorithm using RWP data from 7 of the 31 stations. These 7
stations were chosen because they also were equipped with Radio Acoustic Sounding System
(RASS) instruments, which provide profiles of virtual temperature. Virtual temperature profiles
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are used in a well-established alternative method of estimating PBL height involving calculating
the bulk Richardson Number. This additional data allowed MSD15 to develop their algorithm
while validating their estimates with estimates from an established method. Once their algorithm
was developed, it was applied to summertime data from all 31 stations from 2000-2005. They
then compared their algorithm’s PBL height estimates to estimates obtained from the Richardson
Number-based algorithm and to estimates obtained from NASA’s Modern-Era Retrospective Anal-
ysis for Research and Applications dataset (MERRA, Rienecker et al. 2011). They found that on
clear days, the estimates from their algorithm compared well with the Richardson Number-based
estimates and were 250-500 m lower than the MERRA estimates. On cloudy days, their algo-
rithm’s estimates still compared well with the Richardson Number-based estimates but are higher
than the MERRA-based estimates. Their algorithm proved to be effective in estimating the PBL
height from RWPs backscatter profiles. Additionally, it was later successfully applied to over 20
years of data for all seasons, proving the algorithm’s robustness. Thus, the MSD15 algorithm
was chosen for use in the first part of the present study, which involves a completely new dataset
covering different portions of the globe.
The first part of the present study involves a variety of RWP instruments operating at vary-
ing radar frequencies, measurement heights, and frequencies of measurement. Additionally, the
network of RWPs in the present study span a much larger geographical scope, providing greater
variability in climate and topography. Finally, the present study’s RWP network archives signal-
to-noise ratio measurements as opposed to the backscatter measurements from the data used in
MSD15. Thus, the bulk of the present study involved managing the data from a global network
of varying RWPs, modifying the MSD15 algorithm slightly to handle these data, and producing
figures to view the results. Chapter 3 details this process of formatting the raw data, modifying the
algorithm, and obtaining PBL height estimates from the global network of RWPs.
The second part of the present study also employs the modified MSD15 algorithm applied to
RWP data and compares its results to PBL height estimates obtained using a covariance wavelet
transform algorithm applied to data from ceilometers. The use and application of the covariance
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wavelet transform algorithm is informed by CRLMTD17.
CRLMTD17 sought to compare three different algorithms for estimating the PBL height from
data obtained by a Vaisala CL31 ceilometer at the University of Houston. These three algorithms
- backscatter gradient method, cluster analysis method, and covariance wavelet transform method
- operate under the same assumptions that particle and hydrometeor concentrations will be fairly
uniform throughout the PBL and that there will be a sharp negative gradient in these concentrations
at or near the boundary with the free troposphere. Their study then compares the PBL height
estimates obtained from these three algorithms with PBL height estimates obtained from a skew-
T-log-P algorithm applied to data from radiosondes launched at the same University of Houston
location. Finally, they determine which of the three algorithms result in PBL height estimates that
match most closely with the results obtained from the radiosonde data. CRLMTD17 found that the
covariance wavelet transform algorithm was the most robust of the three.
Because of these results, the second part of the present study also applies a covariance wavelet
transform algorithm to ceilometer data. The methodology of the covariance wavelet transform
algorithm described by CRLMTD17 is closely followed and will be described in Chapter 4. How-
ever, the data in the second part of the present study is obtained from various ceilometer instru-
ments in seven locations as opposed to one instrument from one location. Additionally, the second
part of the present study seeks to compare the results of the PBL height estimates obtained by the
covariance wavelet transform algorithm applied to ceilometer data with PBL height estimates ob-
tained from the modified MSD15 algorithm applied to RWP data from the same location. Chapter
4 details the process of obtaining RWP and ceilometer data from the same location, reading the
data, applying the algorithms, and comparing the results.
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Chapter 3
Estimating PBL Height from a Global
Network of Radar Wind Profilers
This part of the study involves the application of the MSD15 algorithm (with modifications as
necessary) to data from a global network of RWPs to provide estimates of the diurnal cycles of the
PBL. The goal is to demonstrate that the data from the RWP network is usable for estimating PBL
height.
There are many national meteorological organizations that maintain RWPs and their data.
Many of these national organizations report their data to Met Office, the national meteorologi-
cal organization of the United Kingdom (Met Office 2021). These data are then formatted and
published by the British Atmospheric Data Center (BADC). However, the reporting instruments
vary in make/model, operating frequencies, hours of operation, frequency of measurement, and
heights of measurement. Most PBL studies employ data from a small set of instruments or a small
set of locations, so the present study, which we describe as a proof of concept, will be pivotal in
establishing ways to use data from many instruments and many locations. It will add to the current
understanding of PBL and help to establish a ‘ground-truth’ which can be useful in the calibration




The BADC data includes 282 stations throughout 25 countries including Australia, Austria, Bel-
gium, Canada, Croatia, Czechia, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Nether-
lands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Reunion, Samoa, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tasma-
nia, United Kingdom, and the United States. A list of these stations, their geographical coordinates,
their altitude, and their years of reported data can be found in Table 1 in Appendix A.1.
Many of the BADC stations have not been reporting SNR data, making them unusable for our
investigation. The geographic scope is further limited by a data quality control process used to
identify high quality data suitable for use in PBL height estimations. The process of identifying
high quality data will be discussed in depth in Section 3.3. However, Table 2 in Appendix A.2
defines the final geographic scope used in the present study. The table includes each station and
year and describes whether or not the station has high quality data and why. It includes 75 stations
from 12 countries - Sweden, UK, Netherlands, Switzerland, France, Spain, Germany, Hungary,
Japan, Reunion, Australia, and Tasmania. Figure 3.1 below is a map of the BADC stations that
have usable data. An interactive map of the final geographic scope and years of usable data can
also be found at https://holjose.github.io/stationsmap/#1/64/-70.
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Figure 3.1: map of the RWP stations reported by BADC that report usable data. (Some data was unusable due to
missing SNR measurements and other reasons discussed later in this chapter.) The blue stations vary by size and
darkness to indicate the number of years for which SNR data is available.
Temporal Scope
Met Office has been publishing the reported data since May 2009 and continues through the
present. Not all stations report data throughout the entire time period, and the years of reported
data for each station can be found in Table 1. Further, this analysis requires data recorded dur-
ing daytime hours, when the sun is visible, to estimate a daily PBL curve. Thus, only data with
daytime timestamps is used.
The project’s objectives are best met when using data from days with little cloud cover due to
how clouds cause significant backscatter of radio waves. Thus, the temporal scope is further limited
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by the days of low cloud cover for each location. The global cloud cover data come from the 3-
hourly Net Flux and Cloud Area Fraction global datasets published by NASA’s Earth Observatory
(NASA 2021).
3.2 Algorithms to Estimate PBL Height
This section describes the MSD15 algorithm used to estimate the PBL height and an experimental
high order smoothing method applied to the data incombination with the MSD15 algorithm results
to estimate the diurnal PBL cycle. Only the MSD15 algorithm demonstrates the dataset’s validity
as a source for estimating PBL heights. However, the experimental high order smoothing method
is included to provide a basis for potential future development and use.
Modified MSD15 Algorithm
A modified version of the algorithm developed by MSD15 was applied to backscatter profiles
reported by RWPs. This algorithm operates under the assumption that the gradients of hydrom-
eteors and aerosols at or near the PBL height will result in a maximum of measured backscatter
from the radio waves emitted by the RWP. Thus, identifying the ”true maximum” in the returned
backscatter profile and its height of measurement will result in an estimate of the PBL height. This
“true maximum” is not necessarily the simple absolute maximum because the backscatter generally
decreases throughout a profile as height increases. Thus, the local maxima throughout the profile
must be identified and then analyzed to determine which maximum indicates the PBL height. This
is done by finding the standard deviation of backscatter from the profile (up to the highest local
maximum) and then checking each local maximum (from lowest to highest) to find one that mea-
sures at least one standard deviation more in backscatter than the local minimum below it. If no
maxima meet this condition, the algorithm does not return a PBL height estimate for that profile.
All other local maxima can be explained by natural minute variations in aerosol and hydrometeor
concentrations throughout a column of air. The algorithm involves additional complexities to deal
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with the situations in which the RWP’s first height of measurement is already above the PBL. For
this case, their algorithm employs the identification of an emergence time, the time in the day at
which the PBL emerges above the minimum height of measurement from the RWP.
The MSD15 algorithm and supporting scripts were written in Matlab. These scripts return
an estimate of the PBL height from a single input profile. All data upon which the algorithm
was applied in their study was in Network Common Data Form (NETCDF) format, had the same
number of data points per profile, the same starting and ending height for each profile, the same
distance between measurements throughout each profile, and the same hours of measurement each
day. Additionally, the data used in their study came from RWPs that measure backscatter. In
contrast, the data used in the present study are in comma-separated value (CSV) format, have
varying numbers of data points per profile, have varying starting and ending heights in the profiles,
have varying vertical distances between measurements within the profiles, have varying hours of
measurement, and report SNR values.
To handle the CSV format in the present study, a script was written to separate individual pro-
files into vectors that have the same structure as the vectors created from the NETCDF data used
in the MSD15 algorithm. To handle profiles with varying number of data points, the code was
modified to accept profiles with a greater number of data points into a large NaN vector and then
remove all NaNs above the maximum data point. To handle profiles with varying vertical distances
between data points and varying hours of measurement, a script was written to linearly interpolate
the profiles in time and height to 1-minute and 1-meter resolution respectively. This interpolation
creates profiles with uniform spacing and also increases the resolution of the data for potentially
more precise PBL height estimate. Additionally, the original algorithm’s identification and use of
emergence time was removed due to the varying starting times and starting heights of measure-
ment. However, in future work, the emergence time will be re-introduced in a dynamic way to
handle varying start heights. Finally, profiles archived as SNR tend to exhibit more local maxima
and minima than backscatter profiles, so the standard deviation factor used to identify the “true
maximum” in the original algorithm often proved to be too large when applied to the SNR profiles,
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resulting in many instances of no returned PBL height estimate. Thus, the standard deviation factor
was modified to scale according to the profile. However, this aspect of the algorithm continues to
be a work in progress because there remains a significant number of cases in which the modified
algorithm chooses a local max that is not indicative of the PBL height.
Experimental High Order Smoothing Method
In addition to a modification of the original algorithm, the present work includes the develop-
ment of an experimental high order smoothing method. This new method is quite different in that it
does not estimate the PBL height in individual profiles, but estimates a PBL diurnal cycle based on
a filled matrix of interpolated profiles throughout a day. It operates under the assumptions that the
height associated with a ‘true maximum’ in an SNR profile is a good estimate of the PBL height
and that the PBL height is continuous in time and space.
This method takes a 2D matrix of (time, height) coordinates associated with interpolated SNR
values (using the interpolation from the modified algorithm described above). For each time in
the matrix that correlates with a time of measurement from the data, it takes the associated profile
and estimates the PBL height using the modified MSD15 algorithm described above. This returns
an anchor point on the matrix, a (time, height) coordinate and its associated SNR value. It then
searches the following interpolated profile in the matrix (one minute later) for the SNR value that
is closest in value to the SNR value of the anchor point and is also within 250 meters of the anchor
point. This newly identified SNR value is associated with a (time,height) coordinate in the matrix,
and this point becomes the new base-point for searching for the nearest SNR value in the following
profile. This process repeats forwards and backwards in time from the original anchor point until
a curve of estimated PBL height is obtained for the entire day. To avoid having one SNR profile
within a day influence the estimation of the PBL diurnal cycle of an entire day, that entire process
is repeated for each profile within the matrix that is associated with a time of measurement in the
data, resulting in as many daily PBL curves as there are measured profiles in that day. Finally, all




This section will describe the process of this study from converting the raw BADC data into usable
data through producing figures to display SNR profiles and estimated diurnal PBL cycles.
3.3.1 Raw Data Restructuring
The goal of restructuring the raw data is to convert the 90GB+ of CSV files as provided by BADC
into a structure that is usable for estimating PBL heights. The raw BADC files are organized as
one file per day containing all RWPs and the desired structure is to have one file per RWP per year.
Figure 3.2 below shows a schematic of the structure of the raw data files and desired restructured
files.
The structure of the raw BADC files include a header of information about a RWP followed
by a single profile of data, repeating for all stations and profiles. The profiles include the heights
of each data point throughout the profile, the SNR values, and several other measured variables
such as temperature, pressure, etc that were not used in this study. Each profile is followed by the
words ‘end data’. The following entry in the raw BADC file may be a different station, but follows
the same format. A more detailed description of the raw data format can be found at https:
//artefacts.ceda.ac.uk/badc_datadocs/ukmo-metdb/winpro.html.
The first step was to restructure the raw data into one file for each station for each year by
rewriting each profile in each rwa file into a new file for each RWP. The resulting files for each
RWP have a line of data for each (time, height) entry. Thus, there are multiple successive entries
with the same time stamp varying by height. There is no indication of the beginning of the next
profile except for that it has a new timestamp. The production of restructured data was done using
a Python script written by Jialu Xiao, a previous research assistant of Professor Haydee Salmun.
This Python script, read data new.py, can be found in Appendix B.1.
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Figure 3.2: schematic of raw data file format and desired data format
Once the files containing one year’s worth of data from each individual RWP were produced,
it became apparent that some stations have been reporting undefined SNR values, deeming some
files completely unusable. To identify files that contain at least one SNR measurement, each file
then ran through a Python script CHECKIFDATA.py. The files without SNR data were removed
from the dataset, resulting in 51 GB of usable, formatted data. Finally, a Python script to convert
the UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) timestamps of the data to the local timestamps based on
the latitude/longitude coordinates of the associated RWP was applied to the remaining files. The
Python scripts for identifying files without SNR data CHECKIFDATA.py and for adding a local
time column addLocalTime.py can be found in Appendices B.2 and B.3 respectively.
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3.3.2 Data Quality Control
Once formatted, the process of identifying usable data follows. To obtain a set of suitable data files
for estimating PBL heights, the data had to satisfy the following conditions:
• Start recording data before 10AM
• Do not stop recording data until at least 2PM
• Have at least 50 days of data within a year
• Start recording data within 1500m of the ground
• Have mostly positive SNR values
The data must be available before 10 AM through at least 2 PM to allow for estimation of a
diurnal PBL cycle as the sun rises. There must be at least 50 days of data in a year for each station
so that the PBL diurnal cycles can be analyzed over an extended period of time to capture seasonal
variations. Data must be available below 1500 m because 1500 m above the Earth’s surface is
often already in the free troposphere and otherwise the data will not capture the PBL at all. Finally,
it is important to only consider positive SNR values because of the definition of signal-to-noise
ratio. A negative SNR value indicates that the noise is more significant than the signal, and only
the signal provides information about the changes in concentrations of particles and hydrometeors
in a column of air.
Statistics were calculated for each file and were then used to create the data usability table,
Table 2, found in Appendix A.2. This table includes each station as rows and each year as columns
and describes whether or not the station has usable data and why. A sample of this table is shown
below.
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Table 2 segment: Example from data quality control results. Complete data
quality control results found in Table 2 in Appendix A.2
The process of populating Table 2 first involved a Python script, getFileStats2.py, found in Ap-
pendix B.4 which calculates statistics for all files within a year. The statistics output contains
a row for each station reporting data for that year and its average recording start time, average
recording end time, number of days with data, and average recording start height. Other statis-
tics were also calculated, but were not used to determine data usability. The script to find the
percentage of negative SNR values, getPctNegSNR.m, was written in Matlab and can be found in
Appendix B.5.
At this point, all high quality data had been identified. However, within each file, there are many
days of unusable data due to cloud cover. This aspect of identifying usable data happens during
the process of estimating PBL heights, discussed in Section 3.3.3, so more details on identifying
clear days will be discussed there.
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3.3.3 PBL Height Estimates
The process of estimating PBL heights involves loading a file of choice into Matlab using a script
called readerloader.m, and then estimating the PBL height for a date of choice using getDai-
lyPBL2.m. These scripts can be found in Appendices B.6 and B.7 respectively and their function-
ality is described below. Figure 3.3 shows a schematic of this process.
Figure 3.3: schematic of the procedure for estimating PBL heights from data
Readerloader.m takes a station number and a year as arguments. It returns individual vectors
of the timestamps, heights, and SNR values of each data point from the entire year in addition
to a table of days with less than 5 percent cloud cover within that year at that location. First,
it calls fileFinder.m (Appendix B.8) to convert the station number and year into the file name.
Readerloader.m then uses this file name to load the requested station file and save the timestamps,
heights, and SNR values as individual vectors of the same length. It then calls getClearDates.m
(written by MSD15 and found in Appendix B.9) which calls m srbParseNC.m (written by MSD15
and found in Appendix B.10). GetClearDates.m and m srbParseNC.m load the 3-hourly Net Flux
and Cloud Area Fraction data (as described in Section 3.1) for the relevant year and return a list of
the dates for which that location experienced less than 5 percent cloud cover. Readerloader.m then
removes dates that do not exist in the data file from the list of clear dates to return the table of clear
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dates for which there is data.
After loading the data and finding the clear dates, getDailyPBL2.m can be run to estimate the
PBL height curve for a given date within the specified year. GetDailyPBL2.m takes a date and the
readerLoader.m returns as arguments. It returns a vector of PBL height estimates for each profile
from the specified station/date and a 2D matrix of interpolated profiles for that station/date. It also
produces a figure with two subplots: one plot of the individual profiles and their PBL estimates
and one plot of the 2D matrix as a contour plot with the PBL height curve superimposed. It also
includes the code for the experimental high order smoothing method, which will be explained
separately. Figure 3.4 is an example of a figure produced by getDailyPBL2.m for Station 10678
(Germany) on 8/29/2018.
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Figure 3.4: example output from the modified MSD15 algorithm for Station 10678 in Germany on 8/29/2018.
The top subplot depicts selected profiles throughout the day and the bottom subplot depicts the SNR contours
and estimated PBL diurnal cycle. 23
First, getDailyPBL2.m calls doloop.m (Appendix B.11) which uses the time, height, and SNR
vectors to produce a table in which each row contains a height profile and a table in which each
row contains an SNR profile. The row number refers to the same profile in both tables. Doloop.m
also checks if the specified date exists in the table of days with less than 5 percent cloud cover and
if it exists in the data file. If the date does not exist within the table of clear dates but exists within
the data file, the script continues but prints a message indicating that the chosen date was cloudy
and informing the user of the closest clear date. If the date does not exist within the data, the script
stops and prints a message with the closest date for which there is data.
GetDailyPBL2.m then selects the profiles that are associated with timestamps between 9AM
and 8PM to ensure only daytime profiles are analyzed. It then builds an empty 2D matrix in
which the number of rows are the number of meters between the lowest and highest points of
measurement of the day and the number of columns are the number of minutes between the first
and last recorded profile of the day. It then implants the SNR values from the profiles into the 2D
matrix at their specified (time, height) coordinates and leaves the rest of the matrix empty. It then
uses the Matlab function fillmissing on the 2D matrix and the transpose of the 2D matrix to perform
a linear interpolation in x and y (time and height) and fill the matrix with interpolated SNR values.
To avoid including overly extrapolated SNR values in the matrix, it turns all SNR values associated
with heights more than 50m above or below a measured SNR value to NaN. Now, getDailyPBL2.m
has finished producing the 2D matrix of interpolated profiles for the specified station and date with
a resolution of 1 minute and 1 meter. Within this matrix, all actual SNR measurements from the
RWP are maintained with their (time, height) coordinates.
Next, getDailyPBL2.m selects the interpolated SNR and height profiles associated with times-
tamps from the actual data file and passes them through a script called decidedMaxSTDvPaper.m
(Appendix B.12) which is the modified MSD15 algorithm discussed in Section 3.2. Decided-
MaxSTDvPaper.m takes an SNR profile and its associated height profile and returns a height (the
PBL height estimate for that profile) and its associated SNR value. GetDailyPBL2.m then cre-
ates the return vector of the PBL height estimates of the selected interpolated profiles, which form
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the estimated PBL diurnal cycle. Finally, getDailyPBL2.m builds the figure of the two subplots
discussed above.
Additionally, getDailyPBL2.m passes the non-interpolated profiles from the tables created by
doloop.m through decidedMaxSTDvPaper.m so that comparisons can be made between the PBL
height estimates from profiles of real measurements and from interpolated profiles.
The experimental high order smoothing method discussed in Section 3.2 is implemented within
getDailyPBL2.m. It takes the 2D interpolated matrix and returns a vector of estimated PBL heights
for every minute between the first recorded profile and the last recorded profile inclusive. It also
produces a figure of the 2D matrix of interpolated profiles as a contour plot with the estimated PBL
height curve superimposed. Figure 3.5 shows an example of this output from the experimental high
order smoothing method for Station 47945 (Japan) on 8/19/2009.
Figure 3.5: example output from the experimental high order smoothing method for Station 47945
in Japan on 8/19/2009.
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3.4 Results
The work flow described above resulted in 874 restructured data files for a global network of
RWPs, an analysis of the data quality of this global dataset (Appendix A.2), a software package
for estimating heights from this dataset (Appendix B), and a selection of demonstration figures. A
discussion of selected figures follows.
Station 2043 is located at (67.88N,21.1E) in Sweden and is at an altitude of 295 m . Figure 3.6
shows the output of getDailyPBL2.m for Station 2043 on June 1, 2010. The top subplot shows a
selection of 10 interpolated SNR profiles from 10:00 AM to 7:30 PM and from approximately 250
m - 4000 m as measured by the RWP. SNR is recorded in decibels (dB) and these profiles tend to
range from 0-35 dB. Each successive profile is offset by +10dB for the purpose of clarity in the
figure. Each profile has a marker at the estimated PBL height as estimated by decidedSTDvMax-
Paper.m.
The bottom subplot contains the interpolation matrix of SNR (dB) at (time, height) coordinates
throughout the day. The interpolated matrix has a resolution of 1 minute by 1 meter. The estimated
PBL heights from the interpolated profiles are marked. A black line connects them to produce a
curve of the PBL diurnal cycle. A thin white line of the moving average of this estimated PBL
diurnal cycle is superimposed.
This interpolated matrix shows the highest SNR values at around 1500 m at around 9:00 AM,
rising to about 2500 m by 2 PM, and falling back down to about 1500 m by 7:30 PM. This station
is far inland, in a fairly rural area, at a low altidude, and at a high latitiude. In June, the sun
rises at around 4AM and sets at around 10PM. This environmental information concurs with the
interpolated SNR matrix. By 9 AM, this location has already had the sun up for a few hours, so the
PBL height should be high and approaching its maximum. The maximum is reached by around 2
PM and then begins to fall. As it falls, it begins to leave a residual layer above the PBL. Even by
7:30 PM it is still falling.
The algorithm-chosen PBL estimates mostly fall near this apparent curve of SNR maxima.
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Figure 3.6: getDailyPBL2.m output for Station 2043 (Sweden) on June 1, 2010.
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A few points early in the day fall significantly lower than the seeming PBL curve. The 12:00
profile in the top subplot is a clear example of why this is happening. The algorithm works by first
identifying the local maxima in the profile and then checking each one (beginning at the lowest
height) for if it is at least one standard deviation of SNR higher than the previous minimum. If the
algorithm identifies a point that matches this criteria, it will store it as the PBL height estimate. In
this case, the point at about 450 m in the profile at 12:00PM met the criteria. However, this choice
most likely does not indicate the PBL height, which appears to be at approximately 2000 m. Most
likely, this higher point also meets the standard deviation criteria, but the algorithm chooses the
lower point in the case of multiple maxima meeting the criteria. Thus, the algorithm still requires
further fine-tuning which will come in future work. Overall, 18 out of 20 of the other PBL height
estimates appear to be in the correct spot on the profiles and in the matrix. The thin white curve
superimposed is the moving average of this estimated PBL curve. It begins at 500 m at 9:00 AM,
reaches about 2000 m at around 3PM and falls to about 1400 m by the end of the day. Because it
is a moving average, it is affected by the seemingly misidentified PBL heights early in the day, so
it does not necessarily portray a good estimate of the diurnal cycle, but it does confirm the general
shape of the curve.
The next example result comes from Station 47616, which is located at (36.06N,136.22E) in
Japan and is at an altitude of 9m. It is located near the coast, in an urban area, at a low altitude,
and a mid latitude. Its data is shown in Figure 3.7 on the following page for June 26, 2019. At
this time of year, the sun rises at around 4:30AM and sets at around 7:00 PM at this location. The
subplots in the figure show 10 selected profiles with their estimated PBL heights on top and the
interpolated SNR matrix with the estimated PBL diurnal cycle on the bottom. The moving average
of the estimated PBL curve is superimposed as a thin white curve on the interpolated matrix.
The data at this station on this day is less uniform than the data from the Swedish station. The
profiles start and end at different heights throughout the day. Station 47616 also takes measure-
ments at much closer height intervals than the Swedish station. At around 6:30PM, there appears
to be some interference in the signal as it displays high SNR values from the bottom to the top of
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Figure 3.7: getDailyPBL2.m output for Station 47616 (Japan) on June 26, 2019.
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the profile. The maximum SNR values in the interpolated matrix form somewhat of a daily curve,
starting at approximately 800 m at 9:00AM, rising to a maximum of 2500 m at 3:30 pm and falling
back to 800 m by 7:50 PM.
As with Figure 3.6 from the Swedish station, Figure 3.7 from Japan shows several profiles
that do not result in PBL height estimates within the area of high SNR values in the interpolated
matrix. 6/50 PBL height estimates in the day seem to be identified at erroneous local SNR maxima.
Approximately 19 profiles did not yield a PBL height estimate, either because there was too much
missing data within the profile or because no local maximum was more than one standard deviation
higher in SNR than its previous local minimum. The remaining 44 estimates appear to be correctly
placed.
Two additional figures, Figures 3.8 and 3.9 are provided for further context. Figures 3.8 and
3.9 show the results for Station 61980 (urban coast of Reunion - a small island off the coast of
Madagascar) on July 11, 2010 and Station 94907 (rural southeastern Australia) on November 4,
2017 respectively. In Reunion, the sun rises at approximately 7 AM and sets at 6 PM in mid-July,
and in southeastern Australia, the sun rises at approximately 6 AM and sets at 8 PM.
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Figure 3.8: getDailyPBL2.m output for Station 61980 (Reunion) on July 11, 2010.
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Figure 3.9: getDailyPBL2.m output for Station 94907 (Australia) on November 4, 2017.
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This section will conclude with a demonstration of how the experimental high order smoothing
method corresponds with the MSD15 algorithm and an explanation of the potential shortcomings
of this experimental method. Figure 3.10, on the following page, includes a subplot of the contours
and MSD15 estimated PBL curve on top and a subplot of the contours and the experimental high
order smoothing on the bottom for Station 2043 (Sweden) on June 1, 2010. This is the same
station/date as discussed in Figure 3.6 above. In this case, the experimental high order smoothing
method performs well and produces a similar curve to MSD 15. It closely follows the maxima of
the SNR values through the contour plot.
However, Figure 3.11, also below, demonstrates a shortcoming of this experimental high order
smoothing method using the data from Station 47616 in Japan on June 26, 2019 (shown in Figure
3.7 above). While the experimental high order smoothing method seems to be estimating the PBL
curve nicely from 9 AM to approximately 3 PM, it deviates in the late afternoon. After 3 PM, it
begins to record low SNR values as the estimated PBL even though there is an apparent pathway up
to the high SNR values at approximately 3:45 PM. Because the experimental high order smoothing
method simply searches for the nearest SNR value within 250 m of the previously selected SNR
value, it has the potential to continue down a rabbit-hole of lower and lower values even if the better
option would be to choose an SNR value that is further from the previously selected SNR value but
follows the diurnal cycle more closely. The experimental high order smoothing method averages
estimated PBL curves created by starting points corresponding the estimated PBL height of each
individual interpolated profile. In theory, this should safeguard against what has occurred in this
example. Theoretically, the profiles recorded around 6 PM should result in higher PBL estimates
and thus provide a few curves with higher PBL heights in the latter part of the day. However,
the top subplot shows that the profiles around 6 PM did not yield any PBL height estimates from
the MSD15 algorithm. Thus, the experimental high order smoothing was not influenced by the
MSD algorithm at those times. Overall, the experimental high order smoothing method seems
promising, but will require some reworking to avoid certain pitfalls to which it is currently prone.
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Figure 3.10: MSD15 and experimental high order smoothing output for Station 2043 (Sweden) on
June 1, 2010.
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Comparison of PBL Height Estimates from
Ceilometer and Radar Wind Profiler Data
The second part of the present study involves comparing PBL height estimates from RWP and
ceilometer data available at the same location. It begins with identifying the relevant data available
in the ARM Data Center and continues through parsing the data and applying scripts to estimate
the PBL heights (ARM Facility 2021). The MSD15 algorithm is applied to non-interpolated SNR
profiles from the RWP and the Covariance Wavelet Transform algorithm, which is discussed in
Section 4.2, is applied to height- and time-averaged backscatter profiles from the ceilometer.
4.1 Data Overview
There are 7 locations for which data is available through the ARM Data Center from both a RWP
instrument and a ceilometer over the same time period. The data available through ARM comes
from several different radar wind profiler and ceilometer instruments. All data is in NETCDF
format, but depending on the instrument it came from, the data must be processed differently.
Table 4.1 shows the locations and time periods of available data.
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Site Time Period
Graciosa Island, Portugal 4/2009-1/2011
Amazonas, Brazil 1/2014-12/2015
Barrow, Alaska 12/1995-Present
Ganges Valley, India 6/2011-4/2012
Steamboat Springs, Colorado 9/2010-4/2012
Lamont, Oklahoma 1/1997-Present
Blackforest, Germany 3/2007-8/2007
Table 4.1: Locations and time periods of stations with RWP and ceilometer data available through
ARM
The time periods of available data can be seen in Table 4.1 above. As was the case for the
usage of BADC data, the temporal scope for the ARM data is further limited by days with cloud
cover of less than 5 percent. The same 3-hourly Net Flux and Cloud Area Fraction global dataset
from NASA is used in this study.
4.2 Algorithms to Estimate PBL Height
Two algorithms will be applied to the data to obtain estimates of PBL height: the MSD15 al-
gorithm will be used on RWP data and the covariance wavelet transform (CWT) algorithm on
ceilometer data. The Covariance Transform of the Haar Wavelet Function is employed because
the CRLMTD17 study, which compared 3 different algorithms for estimating PBL heights from
ceilometer data, found that the CWT algorithm results in the most robust PBL height estimates
(Caicedo et al. 2017).
As with the MSD15 algorithm, the CWT algorithm also operates under the assumption that a
backscatter profile will exhibit a maximum at or near the height of the PBL boundary. However,
instead of simply searching for the ‘true maximum’ in the profile, the CWT algorithm transforms
the profile into a scaled profile of gradients to detect step-changes in the profile and then identifies
the height associated with the biggest step-change. The formula for the CWT involves first finding
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−1 : b− a
2
≤ z ≤ b
1 : b ≤ z ≤ b+ a
2
0 : otherwise
where the input z is height, a is a user-defined dilation factor, and b is the user-defined range of
centers of the Haar Wavelet Function. Choosing appropriate a and b values is pivotal for estimating
the PBL height of a profile. CRLMTD17 recommend using an a-value of up to 300 m for daytime
profiles and a b-value of 2790 m which is the approximate range of possible PBL heights. Then,
a covariance transform is performed on this output Haar Wavelet Function to return the CWT as
follows:










where f(z) is backscatter as a function of height obtained from a backscatter profile, zb is the low-
est height of measurement within the profile, and zt is the highest height of measurement within
the profile. Finally, the algorithm identifies the height associated with the minimum of this out-
put CWT. This entire process is repeated with six different dilation factors. The CWT runs with
a-values of 50 m, 100 m, 150 m, 200 m, 250 m, and 300 m. It then averages together the six cor-
responding heights to produce an estimate of the PBL height for that profile. The CWT algorithm
was written as a Python Notebook modified from J.L. Garcia and W. Stemme’s open-source code
developed in their PBL study over Mexico City (Garcı́a-Franco et al. 2018).
4.3 Workflow
This part of the study is performed through a data processing script called processComparison.m
(Appendix B.13), the modified Python Notebook called ceilometer pbl.ipynb (Appendix B.14),
and a plotting script called plotComparison.m (Appendix B.15). This paragraph contains an
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overview of the flow through these three scripts and the following paragraphs will explain their
in-depth functionalities. ProcessComparison.m takes a raw RWP file and a raw ceilometer file
from ARM and returns their respective time vectors, height vectors, and processed backscat-
ter/SNR matrices. It also produces a csv file of the ceilometer’s backscatter matrix for use in
ceilometer pbl.ipynb. Ceilometer pbl.ipynb takes the processed ceilometer backscatter matrix and
creates a csv file of the estimated PBL diurnal cycle. Finally plotComparison.m takes the returns
from processComparison.m and the estimated PBL curve from ceilometer pbl.ipynb and produces
a figure with 4 subplots. The top panel of the figure includes a subplot of RWP profiles with a circle
around their estimated PBL heights and a subplot of the RWP SNR contours with the estimated
PBL diurnal cycle overlaid. The bottom panel includes a subplot of the ceilometer profiles with
a circle around their estimated PBL heights and a subplot of the ceilometer backscatter contours
with the estimated PBL diurnal cycle overlaid.
The first step in processComparison.m is to use getcleardates.m and m srbParseNC.m to iden-
tify if the chosen date had less than 5 percent cloud covered as discussed in Section 3.3.3. If the
chosen date happens to have been a cloudy day, the script prints a message informing the user to
use a different file. Otherwise, the script moves forward to parse the data files.
Next, processComparison.m parses the RWP and ceilometer files. Both sets of files are in
NETCDF format. The RWP data includes a time vector of 24 UTC timestamps indicating one pro-
file every hour, a height vector with 75 heights ranging from 136 m to 4625 m with measurements
every 60 m, and an SNR matrix with values for each time/height coordinate. ProcessCompari-
son.m converts the UTC timestamps to local time and selects the timestamps, heights, and SNR
values that fall between 135 m - 4000 m and between 10 AM and 6 PM.
The ceilometer backscatter data includes a vector of 5400 UTC timestamps, indicating one
profile every 16 seconds. ProcessComparison.m converts these into local time and the selects the
timestamps from 10 AM through 6 PM. It also includes a vector of 7700 heights ranging from 5
m to 7695 m with measurements every 10 m. ProcessComparison.m selects 388 heights from this
vector ranging from 130 m to 4000 m. It also includes a backscatter matrix with the dimensions
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of the time and height vectors. ProcessComparison.m then selects the backscatter values from this
matrix that correspond with the selected time and height values. It then applies height and time
averaging to the selected matrix. According to the findings and procedures of CRLMTD17, the
CWT algorithm performs best when the ceilometer backscatter data is averaged in height according
to Table 4.2 and averaged in time with a 10 minute moving average.
Altitude Range Averaging Height
10 - 490 m 70 m
500 - 990 m 330 m
1000 - 1990 m 590 m
2000 - 4500 m 690 m
Table 4.2: Height averaging of ceilometer backscatter data as recommended by CRLMTD17 and
performed in processComparison.m.
ProcessComparison.m then returns the time vectors, height vectors, and signal matrices to
be used in plotComparison.m. Also, the ceilometer backscatter data, has too many profiles to
apply the CWT algorithm to each one. So, processComparison.m selects profiles corresponding
to every hour on the hour from the height- and time-averaged backscatter matrix. It then saves
these selected averaged ceilometer backscatter profiles into a csv file to be imported by the Python
Notebook ceilometer pbl.ipynb.
To estimate the PBL diurnal cycle from the ceilometer backscatter data, Ceilometer pbl.ipynb
accepts the csv file of selected averaged profiles from processComparison.m and performs the
CWT algorithm six times with dilation values of 50 m, 100 m, 150 m, 200 m, 250 m, and 300
m on each profile. It generates an estimated diurnal PBL vector for each dilation value and then
averages these six vectors together and rounds the averaged vector to the nearest 10 m. Finally,
exports this estimated PBL curve vector as a csv file to be imported by plotComparison.m.
Now, plotComparison.m accepts the processed time vectors, height vectors, signal matrices,
and estimated PBL diurnal cycle of the ceilometer data as arguments. It first applies the MSD15
algorithm (decidedMaxSTDvPaper.m described in Section 3.3.3) to the RWP SNR profiles. It
records the estimated PBL height of each profile in the matrix to build the estimated diurnal PBL
curve. Finally, plotComparison.m produces the figures of these profiles, contour plots, and PBL
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height estimates. The results section below includes a sample figure from this part of the study and
a discussion of its significance.
4.4 Results
This part of the present study resulted in a list of sites available from the ARM Data Center that
have both RWP and ceilometer data, a software package for estimating the PBL heights from this
data, and a selection of demonstration figures. Figure 4.1 below is an example output from the
software package for Central Facility located in Lamont, Oklahoma on June 17, 2019.
The top two subplots of Figure 4.1 show the RWP SNR profiles (offset by 10 dB each) with
their estimated PBL heights circled and their corresponding SNR contour plot with the diurnal
PBL cycle superimposed as a black line. The MSD15 algorithm returned a PBL height estimate
for every profile except for the profile at 4 PM. The estimated PBL curve begins at 646 m at 10
AM, grows gradually to 1060 m by 12 PM, and then stays constant at 1060 m through the end of
the day’s data at 5 PM. The contour plot shows that the highest measured SNR occurs from 441 m
to approximately 1400 m from 10 AM to 3 PM with the signal weakening at those lower altitudes
after 3 PM. A higher SNR measurement is recorded again from 4:30-5 PM from approximately
900-1100 m. This may be the formation of a residual layer or some insect, precipitation, or bird
interference at around 5 PM. This generally concurs with what would be expected for a clear,
inland, summer day in Oklahoma.
The ceilometer backscatter data and estimated PBL curve match fairly well with the RWP
results. The bottom two subplots of Figure 4.1 show the height- and time- averaged backscatter
profiles (offset by 20/(sr*km*10000) each) with their estimated PBL heights circled and their
corresponding backscatter contour plot with the diurnal PBL cycle superimposed as a white line.
Interestingly, the height- and time-averaging of the raw ceilometer data causes the PBL diurnal
cycle to somewhat emerge in the contour plot itself. The returned estimated PBL diurnal cycle
from Ceilometer pbl.ipynb falls exactly on these areas of high backscatter in the contour plot until
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Figure 4.1: plotComparison.m output for Central Facility (Lamont, Oklahoma) on June 17, 2019.
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4 PM. This estimated PBL diurnal cycle begins at 860 m at 10 AM, grows gradually to 1580 m
by 4 PM, and then grows rapidly to 2650 m by 6 PM. The 5 PM and 6 PM PBL height estimates
most likely are not accurately reflecting the true PBL height. This is most likely due to overall
weak backscatter signals from 4:50 PM - 5:20 PM and 5:50 PM - 6 PM. The 5 PM and 6 PM
averaged profiles appear to have little variation in the measured backscatter throughout the entire
profile. The CWT algorithm chose points in the profiles as the estimated PBL height despite the
lack of distinct maxima in the signal. Future modification of this algorithm should include cases
for which the algorithm will not return a PBL height estimate, as is found in the MSD15 algorithm.
Alternatively, in the case of low-signal profiles, the CWT algorithm could be modified to search
for profiles measured shortly before or after that have a stronger signal. In this case, the contour
plot shows high backscatter at approximately 4:30 and 5:30 PM. Had those profiles been chosen
to apply the algorithm upon instead of the 5 PM and 6 PM profiles, the estimated PBL curve most
likely would have began to show a slight, gradual decrease from 4 PM to 6 PM to approximately
1400 m.
Overall, the two data sets and their respective algorithms show similar data and similar esti-
mated PBL curves, especially with regards to the shape of the curve. The CWT algorithm tended
to choose slightly higher PBL heights. At 10 AM, the CWT algorithm estimated a PBL height
242 m higher than the MSD15 estimate. By 12 PM, the difference between the two estimates was
only 110 m. However, by 4 PM, the difference grew to 520 m. After 4 PM, the difference was
enormous, but as mentioned above, the CWT chosen PBL heights after 4 PM do not seem to be
relevant.
This part of the study can be improved by selecting more frequent ceilometer profiles upon
which to apply the CWT algorithm. Using more profiles would minimize the chances of a situation
of choosing several low-signal profiles in a row. Additionally, while it seems like both algorithms
produce PBL curve estimates that capture the general shape of the curve, it is not clear which data
set and algorithm produce better estimates. Expanding this study to include several other data sets
and/or algorithms for the same time and location would help to determine where most methods
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of PBL height estimates fall. It would also be beneficial to compare the algorithms’ estimates to




The two parts of this study have produced intriguing results, showing that it is possible to estimate
PBL heights from BADC’s global network of RWP data and from ARM’s RWP and ceilometer
data. The software produced in these studies still needs to be fine-tuned for use in future work.
The process of fine-tuning the software will involve validation from outside PBL height estimates.
Overall, this work will contribute toward future studies to compare different instruments, datasets,
and algorithms for PBL height estimation toward the eventual goal of modeling the PBL over the
entire Earth.
From the first part of the study involving the use of global RWP SNR data and a modified
version of the MSD15 algorithm, it became clear that much of the global RWP data can be used
to estimate PBL heights, but that significant data preparation is required. The raw files were re-
structured to produce profiles in columns and then these restructured files were analyzed for data
quality. It was determined that 75 of the 282 stations in the network have produced high quality
data. The data from these 75 stations was parsed into profiles and interpolated. It became clear
that interpolating the profiles allowed for higher resolution estimations and figures without losing
any of the original data points. The MSD15 algorithm was then applied to the interpolated profiles
to obtain estimated PBL diurnal cycles. Many of the figures showing the data and the estimated
PBL heights demonstrate seemingly accurate estimates, especially when taking into consideration
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the local contexts of sunrise/sunset, distance from bodies of water, terrain, and population density.
Some of the profiles did not yield PBL estimates due to their structure and the way the algorithm
handles them. Additionally, the algorithm occasionally chooses an unexpected PBL height esti-
mate for a profile. Thus, the algorithm requires further modification and validation for use in any
future work. Even with a more fine-tuned algorithm, it may be a reality of this data source that
some of the data will not be usable.
Additionally, this study produced an experimental high order smoothing method for estimating
PBL heights based on a shortest-path type formula and curve-averaging technique. This experi-
mental high order smoothing produced promising results in some cases and questionable results
in others. Further development, calibration, and validation will be necessary to draw any serious
conclusions about its efficacy.
The second part of the study involved comparing data sources and algorithms for estimating
PBL heights over the same time and location. The modified MSD15 algorithm was applied to RWP
SNR profiles and the ceilometer backscatter profiles passed through a modified Covariance Trans-
form of the Haar Wavelet Function algorithm following closely the methodology of CRLMTD17
and the code of Garcia-Franco and Stremme 2018. Both algorithms produced similar results, which
shows that the data obtained from ARM for both instruments is usable for PBL height estimations.
The height- and time-averaging of the ceilometer data allowed the backscatter maxima to be high-
lighted well in its contour plot. This averaging of the raw data may be a useful step in processing
data from wind profilers or other instruments in future studies.
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Chapter 6
Future Work and Questions
The immediate next step involves refining the MSD15 algorithm for use on the RWP data. It will
be used to complete an analysis of the BADC RWP data, so it must be further adjusted to be
more robust and select the most accurate PBL height estimates in each profile more consistently.
This will involve reintroducing the concept of ’emergence time’ and tuning the standard deviation
factor or implementing a new way to select the ’true’ maximum of each profile. The results from
a further-refined MSD15 algorithm will need to be validated with a separate data source and/or
algorithm. After testing the algorithm more rigorously, the algorithm’s results will be analyzed
and published in a manuscript with Prof. Haydee Salmun and Dr. Andrea Molod to add to the
body of knowledge on PBL. The CWT algorithm also requires some additional fine-tuning to deal
with profiles for which the algorithm should not return a PBL height estimate. Another option
would be to dynamically choose profiles throughout the day that are best-suited for estimating the
PBL height and avoid attempting to estimate a PBL height from low-signal profiles.
It will also be interesting to further develop the experimental high order smoothing method as
it seems promising for estimating PBL diurnal cycles. This would require an entire study estimat-
ing the PBL height using several versions of the experimental high order smoothing method and
comparing the results to results obtained from some tried and true algorithm applied to the same
data.
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Beyond further improving upon the current algorithms, it would be excellent to scale this work
up and catalog as many relevant published data sets as possible from RWPs and ceilometers. Col-
lecting and structuring data from as many available sources as possible would make it easy for fu-
ture studies involving the comparison of instruments and/or algorithms for estimating PBL heights.
Such a comprehensive database could then also be used to inform global PBL models and simula-
tions to produce past estimates or future predictions of the PBL height for many areas throughout
the world. This leads to the question of what resolution of a global network of instruments through-
out the globe would be necessary to interpolate a PBL height estimation over Earth’s surface?
Beyond estimating PBL heights from measurements of proxy variables or models of these
measurements, it would be interesting to study relationships between PBL heights and other en-
vironmental factors such as topography, climate, latitude, population density, land use, etc. There
are previous studies of these sorts of relationships. However, if a global PBL model is produced,
these other factors can be co-related to the model to allow for simulations of PBL height as any of
these other factors change.
It is clear that there is plenty of exciting work to be done in the field and that there is still a long
way to go before a complete ground truth of PBL heights throughout the globe will be available.
Once a ground truth exists, it will be useful in weather forecasting, agriculture, further atmospheric






Table 1 – List of Reporting Wind Profiler Stations. (a) Global locations and (b) U. S. NPN 
Stations.
Overall period of record for these reporting stations is 2009-2019. Not all stations have reported data continuously during 







Height (m) Data Period (years)
94238 Australia -19.64 134.18 376 2015-2019
94288 Australia -16.95 145.75 4 2016-2019
94300 Australia -24.89 113.67 4 2015-2019
94346 Australia -23.44 144.28 192 2017-2019
94352 Australia -21.17 149.15 12 2016-2019
94653 Australia -32.13 133.7 15 2015-2019
94693 Australia -34.24 142.09 50 2015-2019
94907 Australia -38.12 147.13 5 2016-2019
94926 Australia -35.3 149.2 577 2016-2019
95207 Australia -18.23 127.66 422 2016-2019
95729 Australia -30.32 153.12 4 2016-2019
95759 Australia -33.96 151.19 3 2016-2019
11036 Austria 48.1 16.6 227
2009-2012, 2017-
2019
11038 Austria 48.07 16.54 244 NO DATA
11052 Austria 48.07 13.06 584 NO DATA
11126 Austria 47.22 11.47 2250 NO DATA
11164 Austria 47.07 14.56 2369 NO DATA
6451 Belgium 50.91 4.45 73 NO DATA
6477 Belgium 49.91 5.51 592 NO DATA
71847 Canada 45.06 -78.21 385 NO DATA
71873 Canada 44.41 -76.25 118 NO DATA
71901 Canada 49.88 -81.57 207 NO DATA
71919 Canada 46.45 -75.9 217 NO DATA
71991 Canada 44.36 -80.86 315 NO DATA
71992 Canada 42.64 -80.57 200 NO DATA
71993 Canada 42.04 -82.89 191 NO DATA
71994 Canada 79.98 -85.93 75 NO DATA
71995 Canada 44.23 -79.78 251 NO DATA
71996 Canada 45.41 -73.94 29 NO DATA
71998 Canada 46.54 -80.54 248 NO DATA
14256 Croatia 45.88 17.21 280 NO DATA
14280 Croatia 45.5 18.57 104 NO DATA
11406 Czechia 50.07 12.39 483 2011-2019
11480 Czechia 49.66 13.82 916 2011-2019
11509 Czechia 50.46 14.17 158 2011-2019
11538 Czechia 49.19 14.34 505 2011-2019
11698 Czechia 48.88 16.09 334 2011-2019
11718 Czechia 49.5 16.79 767 NO DATA
2840 Finland 67.14 26.9 534 NO DATA
2870 Finland 64.77 26.32 118 NO DATA
2918 Finland 62.86 27.39 268 NO DATA
2925 Finland 63.1 23.82 198 NO DATA
2933 Finland 60.13 21.65 61 NO DATA
2941 Finland 61.77 23.08 154 NO DATA
2954 Finland 60.9 27.11 139 NO DATA
2975 Finland 60.27 24.87 83 NO DATA
2995 Finland 61.91 29.8 174 NO DATA
7145 France 48.77 2.01 191 NO DATA
7182 France 48.72 6.58 297 NO DATA
7112 France 48.61 0.87 245 2009-2011
7453 France 45.75 3.09 660
2009-2014,
2016,2017
7454 France 45.8 3.15 329 2015
7462 France 45.8 3.15 329
2015, 2016, 2018,
2019
7564 France 44.4 4.68 54 2012, 2013
7626 France 43.13 0.36 600 2009-2019
7637 France 43.99 2.61 678 NO DATA
7639 France 43.61 4.07 0 2012-2014
7650 France 43.43 5.23 7 2009-2019
7658 France 43.81 4.5 77 NO DATA
7690 France 43.65 7.19 4 2009, 2010
7748 France 42.74 2.87 1 2012, 2013
7750 France 43.02 6.47 65 2012, 2013
7758 France 41.47 9.06 43 2012, 2013
7759 France 41.47 9.06 1 2012, 2013
7336 France  46.7 0.07 174 NO DATA
7223 France   47.34 -1.65 80 NO DATA
7629 France   43.57 1.38 187 NO DATA
10089 Germany 54.17 12.11 35 NO DATA
10132 Germany 54 10.05 124 NO DATA
10135 Germany 53.78 8.67 18 2009-2019
10147 Germany 53.62 10 45 NO DATA
10169 Germany 54.17 12.06 35 NO DATA
10204 Germany 53.34 7.02 59 NO DATA
10266 Germany 53.31 11.84 57 2009-2019
10338 Germany 52.46 9.7 81 NO DATA
10339 Germany 52.46 9.69 97 NO DATA
10356 Germany 52.16 11.17 185 NO DATA
10384 Germany 52.48 13.39 80 NO DATA
10392 Germany 52.65 13.86 189 NO DATA
10394 Germany 52.2 14.1 103 2009-2019
10410 Germany 51.41 6.97 180 NO DATA
10412 Germany 51.41 6.96 188 NO DATA
10440 Germany 51.34 8.85 538 NO DATA
10487 Germany 51.12 13.76 261 NO DATA
10488 Germany 51.13 13.78 259 NO DATA
10557 Germany 50.5 11.13 873 NO DATA
10605 Germany 50.11 6.55 580 NO DATA
10629 Germany 49.99 8.71 245 NO DATA
10630 Germany 50.02 8.56 146 NO DATA
10636 Germany 50.02 8.52 99 NO DATA
10678 Germany 49.98 11.68 514 2009-2019
10780 Germany 49.54 12.4 799 NO DATA
10832 Germany 48.58 9.78 731 NO DATA
10871 Germany 48.34 11.61 515 NO DATA
10873 Germany 48.17 12.1 677 NO DATA
10907 Germany 47.87 8.01 1510 NO DATA
10908 Germany 47.89 8 1506 NO DATA
10950 Germany 48.04 10.22 725 NO DATA
12843 Hungary 47.43 19.18 161 NO DATA
12935 Hungary 46.91 18.04 108
2013-2016, 2018,
2019
12892 Hungary 47.96 21.89 153 NO DATA
12921 Hungary 46.66 17.06 311 NO DATA
12842 Hungary  47.43 19.18 139 2009-2013
12982 Hungary  46.3 20.1 83 2009-2019
12985 Hungary  46.64 20.43 124 NO DATA
12995 Hungary  46.64 20.43 124 NO DATA
3962 Ireland 52.7 -8.92 26 NO DATA
3969 Ireland 53.43 -6.24 98 NO DATA
16061 Italy 45.04 7.73 736 NO DATA
16062 Italy 44.25 8.2 1390 NO DATA
16300 Italy 45.4 7.4 277 2009-2019
47406 Japan 43.95 141.63 23 2009-2019
47417 Japan 42.92 143.21 38 2009-2019
47423 Japan 42.32 140.97 3 2009-2019
47570 Japan 37.49 139.91 212 2012-2019
47585 Japan 39.65 141.96 43 2009-2019
47587 Japan 38.91 139.84 3 2009-2019
47590 Japan 38.26 140.9 39 2012-2019
47612 Japan 37.11 138.25 13 2009-2019
47616 Japan 36.06 136.22 9 2009-2019
47626 Japan 36.15 139.38 30 2009-2019
47629 Japan 36.38 140.47 29 2009-2019
47636 Japan 35.17 136.96 51 2009-2019
47640 Japan 35.5 138.76 860 2009-2019
47656 Japan 34.98 138.4 14 2009-2019
47663 Japan 34.07 136.19 15 2009-2019
47674 Japan 35.15 140.31 12 2009-2019
47678 Japan 33.12 139.78 152 2009-2019
47746 Japan 35.53 134.2 6 2009-2019
47755 Japan 34.9 132.07 20 2009-2019
47795 Japan 33.89 135.13 3 2009-2019
47800 Japan 34.15 129.22 130
2009-2014, 2018,
2019
47805 Japan 33.36 129.55 58 2009-2019
47815 Japan 33.24 131.62 5 2009-2019
47819 Japan 32.81 130.71 38 2009-2019
47822 Japan 32.58 131.66 19 2009-2019
47836 Japan 30.38 130.66 36 2009-2019
47848 Japan 31.71 130.32 25 2009-2019
47891 Japan 34.32 134.05 9 2009-2019
47893 Japan 33.57 133.55 3 2009-2019
47898 Japan 32.72 133.01 31 2009-2019
47909 Japan 28.38 129.5 3 2009-2019
47912 Japan 24.47 123.01 30 2009-2019






6234 Netherlands 52.96 4.79 51 NO DATA
6348 Netherlands 51.95 4.88 0 2009-2018
6260 Netherlands   52.1 5.18 44 NO DATA
1042 Norway 70.61 22.44 444 NO DATA
1079 Norway 70.51 29.02 474 NO DATA
1206 Norway 62.19 5.13 506 NO DATA
1438 Norway 58.36 7.17 600 NO DATA
1498 Norway 59.63 10.56 350 NO DATA
1247 Norway 63.69 10.2 620 NO DATA
1405 Norway 59.85 5.09 102 NO DATA
1012 Norway 69.3 16.04 3 2017-2019
1018 Norway   69.24 16 441 NO DATA
1104 Norway   67.53 12.1 17 NO DATA
1499 Norway    59.86 10.36 458 NO DATA
12331 Poland 52.41 16.8 123 NO DATA
12514 Poland 50.15 18.73 358 NO DATA
12544 Poland 50.88 16.04 691 NO DATA
12579 Poland 50.11 22 241 NO DATA
12151 Poland  54.38 18.46 158 NO DATA
12220 Poland  53.79 15.83 146 NO DATA
12374 Poland  52.41 20.96 119 NO DATA
12568 Poland   50.39 20.08 453 NO DATA
8550 Portugal 39.07 -8.4 193 NO DATA
8553 Portugal     37.31 -7.95 616 NO DATA
61980 Reunion -20.87 55.53 10 2009-2012
91762 Samoa -13.82 -171.79 5 2014, 2019
14024 Slovenia 46.07 15.28 947 NO DATA
3499 Spain 39.72 -6.3 287 2017
8019 Spain 43.46 -6.3 936 NO DATA
8030 Spain 43.38 -3.04 62 2011, 2012
8031 Spain 43.38 -3.04 62 2009-2013
8059 Spain 43.38 -3.04 62 2014, 2015
8081 Spain 43.4 -2.84 625 NO DATA
8162 Spain 41.73 -0.55 829 NO DATA
8179 Spain 41.41 1.88 663 NO DATA
8221 Spain 40.3 -3.3 588 2011-2016
8262 Spain 39.43 -6.28 665 NO DATA
8289 Spain 39.18 -0.25 234 NO DATA
8386 Spain 37.69 -6.33 530 NO DATA
8489 Spain 36.83 -2.08 495 NO DATA
60028 Spain 28.02 -15.61 1778 NO DATA
8072 Spain 42 -4.6 870 NO DATA
8228 Spain 40.18 -3.71 716 NO DATA
8308 Spain 39.38 2.79 119 NO DATA
8364 Spain 38.26 -1.19 1274 NO DATA
8475 Spain 36.61 -4.66 1160 NO DATA
8007 Spain   43.17 -8.53 616 NO DATA
2032 Sweden 67.71 20.62 646 NO DATA
2043 Sweden 67.88 21.1 295
2009-2012, 2016-
2018
2200 Sweden 63.3 14.76 465 NO DATA
2262 Sweden 63.64 18.41 522 NO DATA
2334 Sweden 61.58 16.72 389 NO DATA
2451 Sweden 59.65 17.95 75 NO DATA
2570 Sweden 58.11 15.94 222 NO DATA
2588 Sweden 57.3 18.4 85 NO DATA
2600 Sweden 58.26 12.83 168 NO DATA
2666 Sweden 56.3 15.61 122 NO DATA
2092 Sweden 65.43 21.87 66 NO DATA
2430 Sweden 60.72 14.88 458 NO DATA
2606 Sweden 56.37 12.85 209 NO DATA
6610 Switzerland 46.81 6.95 491 2009-2019
6620 Switzerland 47.69 8.62 437 2009-2019
6632 Switzerland 47.18 7.42 430 2009-2019
6661 Switzerland 47.29 8.51 928 NO DATA
6699 Switzerland 46.43 6.1 1680 NO DATA
6726 Switzerland 46.37 7.49 2937 NO DATA
6768 Switzerland 46.04 8.83 1625 NO DATA
6776 Switzerland 46.84 9.79 2840 NO DATA
7291 Switzerland 47.37 7.02 925 NO DATA























































































































































































70197 USA 65.57 -144.78 284
70252 USA 62.32 -150.09 109
70268 USA 62.10 -145.97 573
72246 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74341 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74357 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74431 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74437 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74440 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74445 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74449 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74466 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74530 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74533 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74541 USA 37.65 -99.00 647
74542 USA 37.30 -95.60 265
74546 USA 38.30 -97.29 446
74550 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74551 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74556 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74630 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74640 USA 36.07 -99.21 647
74647 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74648 USA 35.68 -95.86 218
74649 USA 34.97 -97.51 330
74662 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74731 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74735 USA 33.01 -100.98 707
74750 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74752 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74753 USA 37.65 37.65 38
74769 USA 37.65 37.65 38
More information about data and characteristics of stations over USA can be found in Molod et 
al., 2015; 2019. 
Molod, A., H. Salmun and A. Marquardt Collow, 2019:  Annual Cycle of Planetary Boundary 
Layer Heights estimated from NOAA Profiler Network Data. J. Geophys. Res., Atmospheres. 
Vol.17, No. 12, 6207-622.
Molod, A., H. Salmun and M. Dempsey. Estimating Planetary Boundary Layer Heights from 
NOAA Profiler Network Operational Wind Profiler Data, 2015: Journal of Atmospheric and 
Oceanic Technology. Vol. 32, No. 9, 1545-1561. 
A.2 Table 2
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Station Country Lat Lon Alt (m)
Years Usable in
Range 2009-2019 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
2043 Sweden 67.88 21.1 295 2009,2010,2011, 
2012,2016,2017, 





















































All Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good
3499 Spain 39.72 -6.3 287












of Data Good Good
< 50 Days
























































All Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good
7462 France 45.8 3.15 329
2015,2016,2019 No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data Good Good No Data
< 50 Days
of Data Good

























7639 France 43.61 4.07 0
2012,2013 No Data No Data No Data Good Good
< 50 Days
of Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data
7650 France 43.43 5.23 7
All Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good
7690 France 43.65 7.19 4
2009,2010 Good Good No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data
7748 France 42.74 2.87 1
2012,2013 No Data No Data No Data Good Good No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data
7750 France 43.02 6.47 65
2013 No Data No Data No Data
< 50 Days
of Data Good No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data
7758 France 41.47 9.06 43
2012,2013 No Data No Data No Data Good Good No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data
8059 Spain 43.38 -3.04 62
2015 No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data
< 50 Days
of Data Good No Data No Data No Data No Data
10135 Germany 53.78 8.67 18
All Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good
10266 Germany 53.31 11.84 57
All Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good





< 50 Days of
Data Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good
10678 Germany 49.98 11.68 514
All Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good
12842 Hungary  47.43 19.18 139




of Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data
12935 Hungary 46.91 18.04 108
2013,2014,2015,
2016,2018,2019 No Data No Data No Data No Data Good Good Good Good No Data Good Good
47406 Japan 43.95 141.63 23
2009,2010,2011,














47417 Japan 42.92 143.21 38 2009,2010,2011,






ends before Good Good Good Good
2018,2019 2PM 2PM 2PM
47423 Japan 42.32 140.97 3
2009,2010,2011,
2014,2016,2017,









2PM Good Good Good Good
47570 Japan 37.49 139.91 212














of Data Good Good
47585 Japan 39.65 141.96 43



















47587 Japan 38.91 139.84 3
2009,2010,2011,


















47590 Japan 38.26 140.9 39
2014,2016,2017,









2PM Good Good Good
< 50 Days
of Data
47612 Japan 37.11 138.25 13
2009,2010,2011,















47616 Japan 36.06 136.22 9
2009,2010,2012,














of Data Good Good
47626 Japan 36.15 139.38 30



















47629 Japan 36.38 140.47 29
2009,2010,2011,

















47636 Japan 35.17 136.96 51
2009,2010,2011,















































47656 Japan 34.98 138.4 14
2009,2010,2011,
2014,2016,2017,









2PM Good Good Good Good
47663 Japan 34.07 136.19 15
2009,2010,2011,
2014,2016,2017,









2PM Good Good Good Good
47674 Japan 35.15 140.31 12
2009,2010,2011,
2014,2016,2017,









2PM Good Good Good Good
47678 Japan 33.12 139.78 152
2009,2010,2011,
















47746 Japan 35.53 134.2 6
2009,2010,2011, 

















47755 Japan 34.9 132.07 20



















47795 Japan 33.89 135.13 3 2009,2010,2011,
2016,2017,2018,











2PM Good Good Good Good
47800 Japan 34.15 129.22 130













47805 Japan 33.36 129.55 58



















47815 Japan 33.24 131.62 5
2009,2010,2011,
















47819 Japan 32.81 130.71 38
2009,2010,2011,




















47822 Japan 32.58 131.66 19
2009,2010,2011,
2014,2016,2017,









2PM Good Good Good Good
47836 Japan 30.38 130.66 36
2009,2010,2011,










of Data Good Good
< 50 Days
of Data
47848 Japan 31.71 130.32 25



















47891 Japan 34.32 134.05 9




















47893 Japan 33.57 133.55 3
2009,2010,2011,2















47898 Japan 32.72 133.01 31
2009,2010,2011,2
014,2016,2017,20









2PM Good Good Good Good
47909 Japan 28.38 129.5 3
2009,2010,2011,


















47912 Japan 24.47 123.01 30
2009,2010,2011,
2014,2016,2017,









2PM Good Good Good Good
47945 Japan 25.83 131.23 16
2009,2010,2011,
2014,2016,2017,









2PM Good Good Good Good
61980 Reunion -20.87 55.53 10
2009,2010,2011 Good Good Good
< 50 Days
of Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data
94238 Australia -19.64 134.18 376
2016,2017,2018,
2019 No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data
Recording
ends before
2PM Good Good Good Good
94288 Australia -16.95 145.75 4 2016,2017,2018,
2019 No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data Good Good Good Good
94300 Australia -24.89 113.67 4 2015,2016,2017,
2018,2019 No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data Good Good Good Good Good
94346 Australia -23.44 144.28 192
2017,2018,2019 No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data Good Good Good
94352 Australia -21.17 149.15 12 2016,2017,2018,
2019 No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data Good Good Good Good
94653 Australia -32.13 133.7 15
2016,2017,2018,
2019 No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data
Recording
ends before
2PM Good Good Good Good
94693 Australia -34.24 142.09 50
2016,2017,2018,
2019 No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data
Recording
ends before
2PM Good Good Good Good
94907 Australia -38.12 147.13 5 2016,2017,2018,
2019 No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data Good Good Good Good
94926 Australia -35.3 149.2 577 2016,2017,2018,
2019 No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data Good Good Good Good
95207 Australia -18.23 127.66 422 2016,2017,2018,
2019 No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data Good Good Good Good
95729 Australia -30.32 153.12 4 2016,2017,2018,
2019 No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data Good Good Good Good
95759 Australia -33.96 151.19 3 2016,2017,2018,
2019 No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data Good Good Good Good
95966 Tasmania -41.55 147.22 168 2016,2017,2018,
2019 No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data Good Good Good Good
Appendix B
Code
B.1 read data new.py
#Reads in the raw data from the MetDB office. Puts it into one
↪→ csv file per year per station. Checks if the SNR column has
↪→ data and
#only saves files that have data. Adds a column for local time
↪→ where the UTC time is converted to local time based on the
#latitude/longitude. This prepares the files to then run through




rootdir = input("Please input full path of data folder: ") #
↪→ example: ’F:\Xiaojia\RA\wind profiler data\Met Office(UK)\
↪→ ukmo-metdb\data\winpro’
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datadir = input("Please input full path of output folder: ") #
↪→ example: ’F:\Xiaojia\RA\data’
for subdir, dirs, files in os.walk(rootdir):
for file in files:
if file.endswith(".csv"):






with open(os.path.join(subdir, file)) as csvfile:
reader = csv.reader(csvfile, delimiter=’,’, quotechar
↪→ =’|’)
shouldsave = False;
for row in reader:




rawstr = ’,’.join(str(e) for e in row)
targetfile.writelines(datevalid + "," +
↪→ avgtimeperiod + "," + pressure + "," +
↪→ temperature + "," + precipitation + "," +
↪→ humidity + "," + history + "," + rawstr
↪→ + "\n")




elif len(row) == 3 and row[0].find("date_valid")
↪→ == 0:
datevalid = row[2]
elif row[0].find("observation_station") == 0:
location = row[2][len("WMO "):]
elif row[0].find("height") == 0:
height = row[2]#[0:row[2].find(".")]
elif len(row) == 4 and row[0].find("
↪→ averaging_time_period") == 0:
avgtimeperiod = row[2]
elif len(row) == 4 and row[0].find("
↪→ pressure_at_mean_sea_level") == 0:
pressure = row[2]
elif len(row) == 4 and row[0].find("
↪→ air_temperature") == 0:
temperature = row[2]
elif len(row) == 4 and row[0].find("
↪→ precipitation_amount") == 0:
precipitation = row[2]
elif len(row) == 4 and row[0].find("
↪→ relative_humidity") == 0:
humidity = row[2]
elif len(row) == 3 and row[0].find("history") ==
↪→ 0:
history = row[2][:len("yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss")]
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outfilename = location + "_" + lat + "_" + lon










↪→ Height,WP mode info,US WP QC info,Euro
↪→ uv WP QC info,Euro W WP QC info,Wind
↪→ u,Wind v,Wind w,hrzl wind speed SD,
↪→ vrtl wind speed SD,SNR\n")
B.2 CHECKIFDATA.py
"""Checks if a station has any SNR data. It copies and saves all





rootdir = raw_input("Please input full path of data folder: ")
for subdir, dirs, files in os.walk(rootdir):
for file in files:
allnan = True;
if file.endswith(".csv"):
print("processed " + file)
station = file[0:5]
with open(os.path.join(subdir, file)) as csvfile:
reader = csv.reader(csvfile, delimiter=’,’, quotechar
↪→ =’|’)
for row in reader:
if row[17]!= "SNR" and float(row[17]) > -9999:
allnan=False
print (station + " has data")
sourceFile=’/Volumes/dataDisk/pblglobal_2020/







if allnan == True:







from datetime import datetime, timedelta
import pytz
from timezonefinder import TimezoneFinder
rootdir = input("Please input full path of data folder: ")
datadir = input("Please input full path of output folder: ")
tf = TimezoneFinder()
for subdir, dirs, files in os.walk(rootdir):
for file in files:
allnan = True;
if file.endswith(".csv"):







mytz = tf.timezone_at(lng=lon, lat=lat)
data=[]
with open(os.path.join(subdir, file)) as csvfile:
reader = csv.reader(csvfile, delimiter=’,’, quotechar
↪→ =’|’)




# targetfile = open(os.path.join(datadir, outfilename), "a")




























with open(os.path.join(datadir, outfilename), "w",




#prints file statistics for all files in a folder
#prints output. copy and paste to a csv file to create a whole





from datetime import datetime, timedelta
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import pytz
from timezonefinder import TimezoneFinder
rootdir = input("Please input full path of data folder: ")
#header for csv file
print("Station,Lat,Lon,Station Height,Start Date,End Date,Num
↪→ Days with Data,Avg Profiles/Day,Avg Start Time,Avg End Time
↪→ ,Avg Profile Frequency,Avg Lowest,Avg Highest(<4000),Avg
↪→ Data Points/Profile (<4000),Pct Profiles with Data below
↪→ Avg Lowest,Lowest,Instances,Pct Profiles,2nd Lowest,
↪→ Instances,Pct Profiles,3rd Lowest,Instances,Pct Profiles,
↪→ Avg Std Dev Delta Z,Avg Avg Delta Z,Avg # Delta Zs 0-100,
↪→ Avg # Delta Zs 101-200,Avg # Delta Zs 201-300,Avg # Delta
↪→ Zs 301-400,Avg # Delta Zs 401-500,Avg # Delta Zs >500")
for subdir, dirs, files in os.walk(rootdir):
#iterate through files




















#set the timezone of the file
mytz = tf.timezone_at(lng=lon, lat=lat)
with open(str(rootdir)+"/"+str(file)) as csvfile:
reader = csv.reader(csvfile, delimiter=’,’, quotechar
↪→ =’|’)
next(reader)
for row in reader:
#only count rows with data for the statistics
if float(row[17])>-9999:
data.append(row)
#sort the data by date/time
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sortedData = sorted(data, key=lambda x: datetime.
↪→ strptime(x[0], "%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S"))
#if the file does not already have the local time, add
↪→ it. it should have it though. can probably comment
↪→ this out unless
#using it with new files that were not already processed
↪→ to have the local time.
for a in range(len(sortedData)):
if len(sortedData[a])!=19:
sortedData[a][0] = datetime.strptime(sortedData[a





↪→ offset,’%m/%d/%y %H:%M’),’%m/%d/%y %H:%M’)+
↪→ timedelta(hours=offsetInt)
sortedData[a].append(localTime)
#make a list of unique times (time of each profile)










for c in range(len(sortedData)-1):
#ignoring readings above 4000m
if(float(sortedData[c][7])<4000):
np=0
#if its a new profile, add the time as the first










#add the height to the profile
profile.append(sortedData[c][7])
if((float(sortedData[c][7])>4000 or float(sortedData[
↪→ c][7])>float(sortedData[c+1][7])) and np==0):
#profile ends when it goes above 4000m or if the
↪→ next entry is less than the current entry
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#the assumption is that the profiles are in height
↪→ order in the sortedData array
#add the profile to allProfiles when it is
↪→ complete and empty profile to begin



















for d in allProfiles:
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if(len(d)>1):
#finding the lowest 3 heights recorded in the file
↪→ , counts how many profiles start on each of
































#find percentage of profiles that start lower than the
↪→ average lowest reading







#allProfiles is a 2d array where each row is the time
↪→ stamp and the associated vertical profile. it is
↪→ used to build differences -
#a 2D array where each row is a time stamp and a list of
↪→ the height differences between each data point
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#in the vertical profile associated with that time stamp
↪→ . The last entry in each row is the mean
↪→ difference between
#data points in that profile. This is to set up
↪→ calculating the standard deviation of differences
↪→ for each profile.























#Making differences as a 2D array where each row is a
↪→ time stamp and a list of the height differences
↪→ between each data point
#in the vertical profile associated with that time stamp
↪→ . The eighth to last entry in each row is the mean
↪→ difference between
#data points in that profile.The seventh to last through
↪→ second to last entries in each row are the number
↪→ of differences
#between data points that are 0-100, 101-200, 201-300,
↪→ 301-400, 401-500, and greater than 500 meters
↪→ respectively.
#The last entry in each row is the standard deviation of
↪→ the height differences between each data point in
↪→ that vertical profile.













































































#find how many profiles per day there are and the time





































#find average number of profiles per day and average
↪→ starting and ending time
del readingsPerDay[0]
for l in readingsPerDay:
sumStart= sumStart + (int(l[2].split(":")[0])*60) +
↪→ int(l[2].split(":")[1])































print("Station Latitude: " + str(lat) + " Station longitude
↪→ : " + str(lon))
print("Station Number: " + str(stationID))
print("Start Date: " + str(readingsPerDay[0][0]))
print("End Date: " + str(readingsPerDay[len(readingsPerDay)
↪→ -1][0]))
print("This file has " + str(len(readingsPerDay)) + "/365
↪→ days of data")
print("Average # Profiles Per Day: " + str(avgRPD))
print("Average Start Time: " + str(math.floor(avgStart))
↪→ +":"+str((60*(avgStart-math.floor(avgStart))/100))
↪→ [2:4])
print("Average End Time: " + str(math.floor(avgEnd))+":"+
↪→ str((60*(avgEnd-math.floor(avgEnd))/100))[2:4])
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print("Average Daily Profile Frequency: " + str((avgEnd*60-
↪→ avgStart*60)/avgRPD)+ " min")
print("Average lowest height of profiles = "+str(avgLowest)
↪→ +" m")
print("Average highest height of profiles (up to 4000m) =
↪→ "+str(avgHighest)+" m")
print("Average # data points per profile (up to 4000 m): "
↪→ + str(avgDataPoints))
print("Percentage of profiles with datapoints below average
↪→ lowest height (" + str(avgLowest)+"): " + str(
↪→ lessAvgLowpct*100)+"%")
print("First Lowest: " + str(lowest) + "m # Instances: " +
↪→ str(lowestCtr) + " % profiles starting at this height
↪→ : " + str(lowestCtr*100/len(allProfiles))+"%")
print("Second Lowest: " + str(secLowest) + "m # Instances:
↪→ " + str(secLowestCtr)+ " % profiles starting at this
↪→ height: " + str(secLowestCtr*100/len(allProfiles))
↪→ +"%")
print("Third Lowest: " + str(thLowest) + "m # Instances: "
↪→ + str(thLowestCtr)+ " % profiles starting at this
↪→ height: " + str(thLowestCtr*100/len(allProfiles))
↪→ +"%")
print("avg std dev of height differences (delta z) per
↪→ profile: " + str(avgStdDev))
print("avg of average height differences (delta z) per
↪→ profile: " + str(avgDeltaZavg))
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print("avg number of differences in height between data
↪→ points in the range of 0-100m per profile: " + str(
↪→ avg0to100))
print("avg number of differences in height between data
↪→ points in the range of 101-200m per profile: " + str(
↪→ avg101to200))
print("avg number of differences in height between data
↪→ points in the range of 201-300m per profile: " + str(
↪→ avg201to300))
print("avg number of differences in height between data
↪→ points in the range of 301-400m per profile: " + str(
↪→ avg301to400))
print("avg number of differences in height between data
↪→ points in the range of 401-500m per profile: " + str(
↪→ avg401to500))
print("avg number of differences in height between data













































% unpack table into arrays
%each of the following arrays should have a size of the number
↪→ of rows in
%the file
%dates1 - an array of the 19th column in the file (local date/
↪→ timestamp)
dates1=table2array(tt(:,19));
[year1, month1, day1] = ymd(dates1);
%levelheights - array of 8th column of the file (height of
↪→ each data point)
levelheights=table2array(tt(:,8));
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%snr - array of the 18th column of the file (SNR of each data
↪→ point)
snr=table2array(tt(:,18));



































%convert the times of each profile start into number of
↪→ minutes since
%midnight and store them in minutestamps if they are between 9
↪→ AM and










%Build a vector that has the same size as minutestamps. Fill
↪→ all values









%Use the index of timestamps in range to pull the profiles
↪→ and levels









%Now that all of our timestamps, profiles, and levels are in
↪→ range, we
%remove the data outside of range.
minutestamps=minutestamps(˜isnan(minutestamps));
%For levels and profiles, we have to be careful to only remove
↪→ rows
%that are entirely NaN because some profiles/levels may have a
↪→ NaN











%Build empy matrix for interpolated SNR matrix based on number
↪→ of
100
%meters between lowest and highest recording and number of
↪→ minutes
%between first and last recording
[snrRaster]=NaN.*ones(numheights,numminutes);
%Building 2 matrices of size actuallevels2 that will contain
↪→ the row
%and column indices of where each element is plotted in the
%interpolated SNR matrix





















%Finding profiles that have high starting heights or low
↪→ ending heights



























































































set(gcf, ’Position’, [0, 0, 1540, 790]);
subplot(2,1,1);
plottingCtr=0;
%determining how many and which profiles to show and the





elseif size(actuallevels2,1)>10 && size(actuallevels2,1)<=20
i=round(size(actuallevels2,1)/2)-5;
elseif size(actuallevels2,1)>20 && size(actuallevels2,1)<=30
i=round(size(actuallevels2,1)/2)-10;
elseif size(actuallevels2,1)>30 && size(actuallevels2,1)<=40
i=round(size(actuallevels2,1)/2)-15;
elseif size(actuallevels2,1)>40 && size(actuallevels2,1)<=50
i=round(size(actuallevels2,1)/2)-20;
elseif size(actuallevels2,1)>50 && size(actuallevels2,1)<=60
i=round(size(actuallevels2,1)/2)-25;























































x = [0 10];













x = [0 10];













x = [0 10];














x = [0 10];













x = [0 10];














x = [0 10];













x = [0 10];














x = [0 10];













x = [0 10];














x = [0 10];






legend([c1; c2; c3; c4; c5; c6; c7; c8; c9; c10;], [label1;





title("SNR/Height Interpolated Profiles for "+int2str(m)+"/"+
↪→ int2str(d)+"/"+int2str(y)+" for station "+int2str(
↪→ stationNum));
subtitle("Each successive profile has a +"+ofs+"dB offset");




























title("Estimated PBL Curve: "+int2str(m)+"/"+int2str(d)+"/"+
↪→ int2str(y)+" for station "+int2str(stationNum));
subtitle("Using algorithm on interpolated profiles at












%all code below is a different algorithm to estimate the day’s
↪→ PBL curve.
%The code below finds the PBL height for each profile in
↪→ actualprofiles. I
%then makes each of those points an anchor point. For each anchor
↪→ point,
%the algorithm moves to the right and left of it finding the
↪→ nearest SNR
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%value within 250 meters of that point. For each anchor point, we
↪→ end up
%with a curve across the interpolated grid. Then, all of the
↪→ curves are











warning(’decidedMaxSTDvRedo did not run properly.































































































title("Estimated PBL Curve: "+int2str(m)+"/"+int2str(d)+"/"+
↪→ int2str(y)+" for station "+int2str(stationNum));
subtitle("Using algorithm on interpolated profiles at






































title("Estimated PBL Curve: "+int2str(m)+"/"+int2str(d)+"/"+
↪→ int2str(y)+" for station "+int2str(stationNum));




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































%finds all of the clear days (less than 5% cloud cover)








% load array of all of the stations
load stationData;
stations = stationData(:,1);
wpStructClear = struct(’station’,[], ’dates’, [], ’cloudFrac1’,
↪→ [], ...
’cloudFrac2’, [], ’cloudFrac3’, [], ’WPPBL’, [], ’WPLocalT’,
↪→ [], ...
’WPPBLTS’, [], ’WPLocalTTS’, [], ’RiPBL’, [], ’RiLocalT’, [],
↪→ ...
’RiPBLTS’, [], ’RiDatesTS’, [], ’WPPBLMean’, [], ’RiPBLMean’,
↪→ [], ...
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’NetSWRadTS’, [], ’TsurfTS’, [], ’RHsurfTS’, [], ’srfWSpTS’,
↪→ []);






for j = 1:length(theDates)
[year, month, day, ˜, ˜, ˜] = datevec(theDates(j));
try
%% [˜, ˜, ˜, ˜, cld_frac, ˜, ˜] = m_srbParseNC(stations(i), year,
↪→ month, day, 10, 3);
[cld_frac, theDate] = m_srbParseNC(stations(i), year,
↪→ month, day);
catch err
cld_frac = [1 1 1];
end
% The next lines search for <5% cloud cover days
cc = [0 0 0];
%if isequal(cld_frac, cc’)




























% the following gets the index for the requesting hour.
if hour > 23
day = day + 1;
hour = hour - 24;
end
enterDate = datenum(year,month,day); %used in the if statement
↪→ below because the if statement in the lines 21 through 25
↪→ belongs to SRB data only
theDate = datenum(year, month, day, 0, 0, 0); % this is one of
↪→ the optputs that is produced by this script
%MARAT: if statements that are responsible for choosing the
↪→ correct path
%and filename for the needed netCDF file.
if enterDate >= datenum(2009,05,01) && enterDate <= datenum
↪→ (2009,09,07)
%if enterDate >= datenum(2010,05,26) && enterDate <= datenum
↪→ (2010,10,02)
%if enterDate >= datenum(2013,03,31) && enterDate <= datenum
↪→ (2013,08,07)
%if enterDate >= datenum(2017,07,08) && enterDate <= datenum
↪→ (2017,11,14)
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%if enterDate >= datenum(2018,05,11) && enterDate <= datenum
↪→ (2018,09,17)
%if enterDate >= datenum(2019,05,01) && enterDate <= datenum
↪→ (2019,09,07)
%CERES DATA ARE USED
isCERES = ’CERES data’;
filepath =’put file pathway’;
filename = [filepath, ’20090501-20090907.nc’] ;
%filename = [filepath, ’20100526-20101002.nc’] ;
%filename = [filepath, ’20130331-20130807.nc’] ;
%filename = [filepath, ’20170708-20171114.nc’] ;
%filename = [filepath, ’20180511-20180917.nc’] ;
%filename = [filepath, ’20190501-20190907.nc’] ;
end
%elseif enterDate >= datenum(2012,04,13) && enterDate <=
↪→ datenum(2012,12,31)
% %CERES DATA ARE USED
% isCERES = ’CERES data’;
% filepath =’/Users/haydee_salmun/pbl_2016/ceres/CERES_SYN1deg
↪→ -3H_Terra-Aqua-MODIS_Ed3A_Subset_’;





















% data = load([’srb’,num2str(year),’0’,num2str(month),’.mat’]);




% the variable containing the hour offset for the requested
↪→ station. The
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% offset is calculated by taking the latitude difference from GMT
↪→ and
% multiplying it by 24 and then dividing it by 360. Then 1 hour
↪→ is
% subtracted to account for daylight savings time (a summertime
↪→ event).
%timeDif = floor(24 - (360+(longitude(find(stations == stationID)
↪→ )))*24/360)-1;
%MARAT: If statements that catch are responsible for the correct
↪→ time
%difference from 1992 to 2012 (summertime vs regular time)
if datenum(2009,3,8) < enterDate && enterDate < datenum
↪→ (2009,11,1)
%if datenum(2018,5,10) < enterDate && enterDate < datenum
↪→ (2018,11,1)
%SUMMER TIME
timeDif = floor(24 - (360+(longitude(find(stations ==
↪→ stationID))))*24/360)-1;
%n = ’year 2009 DST’;
%n = ’year 2010 DST’;
n = ’year 2019 DST’;




% timeDif = floor(24 - (360+(longitude(find(stations == stationID
↪→ ))))*24/360)-1;
% n = ’year 2010 DST’;
%elseif datenum(2011,3,13) < enterDate && enterDate < datenum
↪→ (2011,11,6)
%SUMMER TIME
% timeDif = floor(24 - (360+(longitude(find(stations == stationID
↪→ ))))*24/360)-1;
% n = ’year 2011 DST’;
%elseif datenum(2012,3,11) < enterDate && enterDate < datenum
↪→ (2012,11,4)
%SUMMER TIME
% timeDif = floor(24 - (360+(longitude(find(stations == stationID
↪→ ))))*24/360)-1;
% n = ’year 2012 DST’;
else
%REGULAR TIME
timeDif = floor(24 - (360+(longitude(find(stations ==
↪→ stationID))))*24/360);
n = ’REGULAR TIME’;
end
% here I find the index of the reqeusted latitude in our latitude
↪→ array.
% the same goes for the longitude array. Using this index I
↪→ variablize my
% latitude and longitude. (lat, lon)
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lat = latitude(find(stations == stationID));
lon = longitude(find(stations == stationID));
if lon < 0
lon = lon + 360;
end
A = ncinfo(filename);
if enterDate >= datenum(2004,01,01) && enterDate <= datenum
↪→ (2019,12,31)
ncDates = ncread(filename, ’time’);
ncLatRange = ncread(filename, ’lat’);









% Next I look into the XDIM/YDIM and find the nearest XDIM/YDIM
↪→ value
[minDistLon, lonIndex] = min(abs(XDIM-lon));
[minDistLat, latIndex] = min(abs(YDIM-lat));
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if enterDate >= datenum(2004,01,01) && enterDate <= datenum
↪→ (2019,12,31)
%CERES DATA are used. CERES DATA Start measurements at 1:30
↪→ and end at 22:30 so we add extra 30 minutes in timeIndex
↪→ below and adjust R
R = 1:3:30;
[minDistR, rIndex] = min(abs(R-(hour+timeDif)));
timeIndex = find(TDIM == datenum(year, month, day,minDistR
↪→ ,30,0));
% filename = [filepath, ’20030101-20050610.nc’];
cld_frac_Low = squeeze(ncread(filename, ’cldarea_low_3h’, [
↪→ lonIndex,latIndex,timeIndex], [1,1,returns])/100);
cld_frac_Mlow = squeeze(ncread(filename, ’cldarea_mid_low_3h’,
↪→ [lonIndex,latIndex,timeIndex], [1,1,returns])/100);
% cld_frac_Mhigh = squeeze(ncread(filename, ’cldarea_mid-high_3h
↪→ ’, [lonIndex,latIndex,timeIndex], [1,1,returns])/100);
% cld_frac_High = squeeze(ncread(filename, ’cldarea_high_3h’, [
↪→ lonIndex,latIndex,timeIndex], [1,1,returns])/100);
%allSRBDown = squeeze(ncread(filename, ’sfc_comp_sw-
↪→ down_all_3h’, [lonIndex,latIndex,timeIndex], [1,1,
↪→ returns]));
%allSRBUp = squeeze(ncread(filename, ’sfc_comp_sw-up_all_3h’,
↪→ [lonIndex,latIndex,timeIndex], [1,1,returns]));
%clrSRBUp = squeeze(ncread(filename, ’sfc_comp_sw-up_clr_3h’,
↪→ [lonIndex,latIndex,timeIndex], [1,1,returns]));
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%clrSRBDown = squeeze(ncread(filename, ’sfc_comp_sw-
↪→ down_clr_3h’, [lonIndex,latIndex,timeIndex], [1,1,
↪→ returns]));
%netAll = allSRBDown - allSRBUp;
j=[1;1;1];
% 4 cloud levels: low, mid-low, mid-high, high
% cld_frac = j-((j-cld_frac_Low).*(j-cld_frac_Mlow).*(j-
↪→ cld_frac_Mhigh).*(j-cld_frac_High));




%Definition SNR profile: an array of the SNR values for each data
↪→ point
%with a given timestamp
%Height profile: An array of the height values for each data
↪→ point with a
%given timestamp
%Doloop builds matrices of the SNR profiles and the height
↪→ profiles
%plots profiles with SNR as the x-axis and heights as the y-axis
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%levelheights, snr, year1, month1,day1,hours1, and minutes1 are
↪→ arguments
%passed from the readerloader script






















elseif ˜(mt==1 && i==1)
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if ((mt==2 || mt==4 || mt==6 || mt==8 || mt==9 || mt
↪→ ==11) && i==1)
i=31;
mt=mt-1;
elseif ((mt==5 || mt==7 || mt==10 || mt==12) && i==1)
i=30;
mt=mt-1;







if (clrdatesmdy(k,1)==mt && clrdatesmdy(k,2)==i &&
↪→ clrdatesmdy(k,3)==y)
disp("The date you chose is cloudy. The nearest


















elseif ˜(mt==12 && i==31)




elseif ((mt==4 || mt==6 || mt==9 || mt==11) && i==30)
i=1;
mt=mt+1;







if (clrdatesmdy(k,1)==mt && clrdatesmdy(k,2)==i &&
↪→ clrdatesmdy(k,3)==y)













disp("The date you chose is clear.");
end
% unpack datetime class variable into its component arrays
%year1 is an array of the year of each data point
%month1 is an array of the month of each data point
%day1 is an array of the day of each data point
%hours1 is an of the hour of each data point
%seconds is the seconds of each data point (won’t be used in
↪→ these files)
[year1, month1, day1] = ymd(dates1);
[hours1, minutes1, seconds] = hms(dates1);
I = find(hours1 >9 & hours1<19);
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% Creates and array of the indices for the particular date (m/
↪→ d/y)
%The indices are 1 to n where n is the number of datapoints (
↪→ rows) in
%the file that occur on that day.
if size(find(year1==y & month1==m & day1==d),1)>0
dateindices = find(year1==y & month1==m & day1==d);
% builds hour, minute, height, and SNR arrays for those
↪→ indices only
hourdate0 = hours1(dateindices); %sort based on hourdate -
↪→ try help on sort - get indices and then use these
























































%builds a 100x100 array filled with NaN which will be
↪→ populated with
%the individual SNR profiles. Assumes there are less than
↪→ 400 profiles
%per day and that now profile will have more than 100
↪→ datapoints
profilesdate = NaN.*ones(400,100);
%builds a 400x100 array filled with NaN which will be
↪→ populated with





%hourdate==hourdate(1) creates an array of the size of
↪→ hourdate where
%it will have a 0 if hourdate(n) does not equal hourdate(1)
↪→ and 1 if
%hourdate(n) does equal hourdate(1). minutedate has similar
↪→ logic
%except for minute entries. Then these two 0/1 columns are
↪→ compared
%with & to create a column of 0s/1s with 0s where either
↪→ the minute or hour entry
%does not equal minute(1) or hour(1) and 1s where both the
↪→ minute and
%hour entry equal minute(1) and hour(1). This should
↪→ effectively create a 0/1 column
%with the length of dateindices where 1 populates the
↪→ positions of the first profile
%and 0s populate the positions of the other profiles.
↪→ hourdate then
%takes in this new column and creates a column where only
↪→ the hour
% entries in hourdate from the first profile are kept.
%The variable size1 is the size of this new first profile
↪→ column which
%would be the number of datapoints in the first profile.
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size1 = size(hourdate(hourdate==hourdate(1) & minutedate ==
↪→ minutedate(1)));
timestamps0 = cell([400,1]);
%Populates the first row of profilesdate with the SNR
↪→ datapoints from
%the first profile.
profilesdate(1,1:size1) = snrdate(hourdate==hourdate(1) &
↪→ minutedate == minutedate(1));










%setting up counters and trackers for a loop to populate
↪→ profilesdate








for mytimes = 1:400
%adds the number of indices (size1) of the previous
↪→ profile so that
%the next calculation/populating will be for the
↪→ following profile
sizeold = sizeold + size1;
%stops the calculations and populating methods when the
↪→ number of




%updates size1 to be the number of datapoints in next
↪→ profile.
%It uses the same logic as used before to find the
↪→ number of
%datapoints in the first profile.
size1 = size(hourdate(hourdate==hourdate(sizeold(1)
↪→ +1) & minutedate == minutedate(sizeold(1)+1)));
%populates next row of levelsdate with the next
↪→ height profile
levelsdate(timecount+1,1:size1) = levelheightdate(
↪→ hourdate==hourdate(sizeold(1)+1) & minutedate
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↪→ == minutedate(sizeold(1)+1));
%populates next row of profilesdate with the next SNR
↪→ profile
profilesdate(timecount+1,1:size1) = snrdate(hourdate







%increases the times/profile count by 1 so that it
↪→ can be used
%to index the following row to populate on the next
↪→ iteration
%through the loop




↪→ ,:)); %should profilesdate be newHours?
newMinutes=squeeze(newMinutes(1:sum(˜isnan(profilesdate
↪→ (:,1))),:));
timestamps = timestamps0(˜cellfun(@isempty, timestamps0));
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%now profilesdate and levelsdate are 2d arrays where each
↪→ SNR and
%height profile are on a new row. THe size of these 2d
↪→ arrays are
%100x100, so any non-populated positions are NaN








%creates a column vector (sumlevs) with a size of the
↪→ number of rows in
%actualprofiles0 (number of profiles) filled with NaN
sumlevs = NaN.*ones(size(actualprofiles0,1),1);
%sets up a loop to find the number of datapoints per row in
%actualprofiles0 and actuallevels0
for i=1:size(actualprofiles0,1)
%fills sumlevs where each entry in the column is the number
↪→ of
%datapoints in that row/profile
sumlevs(i) = sum(˜isnan(actualprofiles0(i,:)));
end
%finds maximum number of datapoints that a profile has in
↪→ the given day
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maxlevs = max(sumlevs);
%removes columns of NaNs beyond the column index of maxlevs
↪→ such that
%actualprofiles and actuallevels are 2D arrays with as many
↪→ rows as
%profiles and as many columns as the maximum nuber of
↪→ datapoints in any
%one profile. For profiles that have less than the maximum
↪→ number of





















%construct arrays for contour plotting - need to align
↪→ heights






%now we have the number of unique heights and the list of
↪→ unique
%heights as a row
%snrforcontour and levforcontour are initialized as empty
↪→ matrices with
%number of rows being number of profiles on that day and
↪→ number of






















%Remove rows that are entirely NaN
actuallevels(all(isnan(actuallevels), 2),:) = [];
actualprofiles(all(isnan(actualprofiles),2),:) = [];
%Remove cols that are entirely NaN
actuallevels(:, all(isnan(actuallevels),1)) = [];












if ˜(mt==1 && i==1)













if size(find(year1==y & month1==mt & day1==i),1)>0
disp("The date you chose has no data. The nearest













if ˜(mt==12 && i==31)




elseif ((mt==4 || mt==6 || mt==9 || mt==11) && i==30)
i=1;
mt=mt+1;







if size(find(year1==y & month1==mt & day1==i),1)>0











%returns a PBLH value for a height/SNR profile
%takes in sigVector which is the SNR profile and height vector




%intializes a variable for the PBLH value as NaN
PBLH = NaN;
snrVal=NaN;
%intializes the index for the PBLH as NaN
PBLHindex = NaN;
%builds an array of 15 NaN which will hold min values
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mini = NaN.*ones(4000,1);
%builds an array of 15 NaN which will hold max values
maxi = NaN.*ones(4000,1);
% variablize the SNR vector as Asignal
Asignal = sigVector;
% finds the difference between successive values in the
↪→ Asignal vector
Bsigdiff = diff(Asignal);
% for the length of the vector minus one, if one element is
↪→ positive and
% the next element is negative we have a local maximum. The
↪→ variable maxi
% contains the values of the maxima and maintains NaN if it is
↪→ not a
% maximum. (maxima values are
% recorded if the SNR value is equal to the previous SNR value
↪→ as well)
for i = 1: length(Bsigdiff) - 1
if Bsigdiff(i) > 0 && Bsigdiff(i + 1) <= 0
maxi(i + 1) = Asignal(i + 1);
end
end
% for the length of the vector minus one, if one element is
↪→ negative and
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% the next element is positive we have a local minimum. The
↪→ variable mini
% contains the vlues of the minima and maintains NaN if it is
↪→ not a
% minimum. (minima values are
% recorded if the SNR value is equal to the previous SNR value
↪→ as well)
for i = 1: length(Bsigdiff) - 1
if Bsigdiff(i) <= 0 && Bsigdiff(i + 1) > 0
mini(i + 1) = Asignal(i + 1);
end
end
% MaxIndex is a vector of maxima indices only
MaxIndex = find(˜isnan(maxi));
% maxima are the actual maximum values
maxima = Asignal(MaxIndex);
% MinIndex is a vector of minima indices only
MinIndex = find(˜isnan(mini));
% minima are the actual minimum values
minima = Asignal(MinIndex);
% if the number of elements in each set are different then one
↪→ of two
% things must happen. If there are fewer minimums than maximums
↪→ and the
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% first element of B is negative then the 500 level signal value
↪→ is
% considered a maximum
%initializes a starting index tracker to 1;
startind = 1;
%if there are min/max values...
if length(MinIndex) ˜= 0 & length(MaxIndex) ˜= 0
% NOTE: we assume later that the bottom max is below the bottom
↪→ min
% if this is not the case (ie., bottom level is local max), add
↪→ an extra
% max at the bottom
%If there is a min before there is a max and the second SNR
↪→ value
%is less than the first SNR value...
if MinIndex(1) < MaxIndex(1) && Bsigdiff(1) < 0
%the start index is set to 2
startind=2;
%the max index array is turned from a column to a row
↪→ and the
%index ’1’ is added as a max.
MaxIndex = [1 MaxIndex’];
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%the maxima vector is similarly turned into a row and
↪→ the first
%SNR value is added to the maxima vector
maxima = [Asignal(1) maxima]’;
end
%If the last local extreme is a maximum, add an extra min
↪→ to the end
if max(MinIndex) < max(MaxIndex)
addextramin = sum(˜isnan(Asignal));
MinIndex = [MinIndex’ addextramin];
minima = [minima’; Asignal(addextramin)]’;
end
if length(MaxIndex) ˜= 0
% This is the variable that needs to be changed each time
numlow=find(sigVector==max(maxima));
if numlow < 3
numlow = 3;
end






% The method employed in this study is to utilize some sort of
↪→ threshold
% value that can be multiplied by the lowest local maximum in the
↪→ profile.
% The result will be subtracted from this maximum and compared to
↪→ the
% nearest minimum signal return value located above the present
↪→ level.
% A criterion must be met. The result of the subtraction must be
↪→ larger
% than the minimum found above the local maximum in question. If
↪→ this
% criterion is met, then we can stop searching our local maximum
↪→ values
% and settle on this one as representative of the top of the PBL.
↪→ But if
% it is not met, then we will continue testing each local maximum
↪→ higher
% up in the profile until the criterion is met. If none of the
↪→ maximum




%stdevcap = 4 ; %will have to tweak
stdevcap = totalmax .* 0.1 ;
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stdevfloor = totalmax .* 0.05 ;
%stdevfloor = 4 ; %will have to tweak
% if normalized standard deviation is larger than 10% of the
↪→ totalmax, then
% 10% of the totalmax become new normalized standard deviation
if stdv > stdevcap
stdv = stdevcap;
end
if stdv < stdevfloor
stdv = stdevfloor;
end
% if there are no minima (MinIndex), but there is one maximum (
↪→ MaxIndex), then pick
% that maximum as the Max PBL for that hour













%PBLH = heightVector(MaxIndex(1)); %should not be
↪→ here, was originally NaN
disp(’numundefsbel>0’);
else
if length(MaxIndex) ˜= 0 & length(MinIndex) ˜= 0
for i = startind: length(MaxIndex)
if MaxIndex(i) > topindex & numundefabv > 0
PBLH = NaN;
snrVal=NaN;
%PBLH = heightVector(MaxIndex(1)); %should
↪→ not be here, was originally NaN




if maxima(i) - stdv > minima(i) %& MaxIndex(
↪→ i)>2 <-this helped remove the PBLH
↪→ readings of the hook, but may not be
↪→ the right way to go about it





elseif ˜isnan(PBLH) && ˜isnan(snrVal)














% If the standard deviation for the column is 0, do not look for
↪→ the PBL at
% that hour.
if stdv == 0
disp(’stdv==0’);
%PBLH = heightVector(MaxIndex(1)); %should not be here,
↪→ was originally NaN






disp(’length(MinIndex) = 0 & length(MaxIndex) = 0’);
PBLH = NaN;
snrVal = NaN;






















































%index 40 is 10:10 AM on 7/16 for the SNR data




%configured for UTC time -5
p2=17;












The gallery is capable of transforming Python files into reStructuredText files with a notebook structure. For this to be used you need
to respect some syntax rules.
It makes a lot of sense to contrast this output rst file with the :download: original Python script <plot_notebook.py>  to
get better feeling of the necessary file structure.
Anything before the Python script docstring is ignored by sphinx-gallery and will not appear in the rst file, nor will it be executed. This
Python docstring requires an reStructuredText title to name the file and correctly build the reference links.
Once you close the docstring you would be writing Python code. This code gets executed by sphinx gallery shows the plots and
attaches the generating code. Nevertheless you can break your code into blocks and give the rendered file a notebook style. In this
case you have to include a code comment breaker a line of at least 20 hashes and then every comment start with the a new hash.
As in this example we start by first writing this module style docstring, then for the first code block we write the example file author
and script license continued by the import modules instructions.
In [3]:
"""
Wavelet Covariant Transform Algorithm
**************************************
.. toctree::
   :maxdepth: 2
Description
------------
This toolbox contains functions used in the retrieval of the mixed-layer height following a wavele
t covariant transform algorithm, from
:cite:`brooks2003`. Roughly, this method compares the local match or similarity between the Haar w
avelet function and the backscattering profile.
This could be interpreted as pattern search for a sudden jump. In fact, this same procedure is use
d to analyze electric signals and
find electric jumps.
The code is written to operate between functions that follow the recursive algorithm by 
:cite:Grabon2010.
* The four functions are.
    1. Main covariance transform. :meth:`wavelets.haarcovtransfm`.
    2. Find boundary-layer top. :meth:`wavelets.findtops`.
    3. Haar function. :meth:`wavelets.haarval`.
    4. Iterative inner-function :meth:`wavelets.firstmlh`.
"""
##########  Wavelet toolbox ############################
### Following Brooks (2003) and Grabon (2010) ###########
### by Jorge L. Garcia Franco on May-Aug 2016 ###########
### contact: jgcaspark@ciencias.unam.mx or hotmail.com ##
#########################################################
# Import numpy for math processing
import numpy as np
def haarcovtransfm(allprf,z1,i,a,f,t,tope,botom):
 r""" This function does something
   :param allprf: backscattering matrix, numpy array nxm dims
   :param z1: height vector, typically np.array ranging from 100 to 5000 m.
   :param i: index for current time value. (integer)
   :param a: Dilation type, string for either (Automated or Standard) see below for further explan
ation.
   :param f: Initial resolution between steps, integer.
   :param tope: Maximum height where mixed-layer or boundary layer can be obtained (float).
   :param botom: Minimum height [m] where mixed layer or BL can be obtained, float.
   :rtype: float: Residual Layer Height
   :rtype: float: Residual Layer Height
   Formula adopted from :cite:`brooks2003`, Grabon2010]_.
   .. math:: W_f(a,b)=\frac{1}{a}\int_{z_0}^{z_{max}}B(z)H\bigg(\frac{(z-b)}{a}\bigg)).
   * :math:`W_f` Wavelet transform
   * :math:`a` Dilation value, in [m]
   * :math:`b` Wavelet translation, in [m]
   * :math:`z_0` Minimum integration level [m]
   * :math:`z_{max}` Maximum integration level [m]
   * :math:`B(z)` Backscaterring matrix












## Bottom is 80 m due to noise generated artifacts by surface, newmlh is initially this value to j
umpstart.




# Selecting current profile for current time.
 prf=allprf[:,i]


























# Call recursive function to find mlh (clearing out bottom values, i.e., no floor mlh value is per
mitted.
# Inspect firstmlh function below if needed.
 newmlh,wf=firstmlh(prf,a,bottom)











### haarval = function to compute wavelet coefficient Wf(a,b) for every a,b.
def haarval(prf,a,b0):
    r"""
    Obtain haar value, compute every Wf(a,b)
    **Parameters**
    **prf**: `np.nadarray`
        backscattering profile at time ti
    **a** : `float`
        Wavelet dilation.
    **b0** : `float`
        Translation point in z.
    :rtype: float: Wavelet transform coefficient at dilation a and translation b.
    **Haar Wavelet**
    .. math:: h\bigg(\frac{z-b}{a}\bigg) = \begin{cases}       + 1 & b-\frac{a}{2}\leq z\leq 0 \\ 
-1 & b \leq z \leq b+\frac{a}{2} \\         0 & otherwise                 \end{cases}
    See Also
    --------
    findtops, haarcovtransfm
    """
    global z
    # wnlen is the window size to compute the positive and negative pulse.
    wnlen=a/2.
    fun=0
    # Loop through z. Assigning weight according to Haar.
    for i,z0 in enumerate(z):
     if z0 < b0-wnlen or z0 == b0:
      continue
     elif z0 > b0+wnlen:
      break
     elif z0 >= b0-wnlen and z0 < b0:
      fun=fun+prf[i]
     elif z0 > b0 and z0 <= b0+wnlen:
      fun=fun-prf[i]




### Function findtops, finds recursively the top and bottom of the transition zone, and mlh by
### finding the suitable dilation.
def findtops(prf,wf,newmlh,a):
    r"""
    **Boundary Layer Height and Entrainment layer thickness.**
    Find boundary layer top and bottom, similar to :cite:`brooks2003,Grabon2010`.
    This method follows a recursive method of analizying different dilations and translations, as 
a wavelet transform does.
    In this sense, we vary both `a` and `b` discretly. First `a` ranges from 120 [m] and decreases
with a step of 20 [m] until the lowest dilation of 20 [m].
    Similarly, b varies from the bottom value to the top value in increments of 10 [m].
    **Parameters**
    **prf**: `np.nadarray`
        backscattering profile at time ti
    **wf** : `np.array wf(a_0,b)`
        Wavelet covariant transform coefficients.
    **newmlh** : `float`
        New mixed-layer value
    :rtype: array of floats: Bottom of entrainment layer, mixed-layer height and top of 
entrainment layer
    **Haar Wavelet recursive algorithm**
    The height of the bottom of the entrainment layer `E_L`, and the height top of the entrainment
layer `E_U`
     are given by:
    .. math:: E_L=\frac{2}{5}W_f(a_0,b)
    .. math:: E_U=\frac{3}{5}W_f(a_0,b)
    See Also
    --------
    findtops, haarcovtransfm
    """
    ### First round of coefficients to find top (c1) and bottom (c2) heights.
    c1=0.6
    c2=0.4
    global a0
    bt=b
    while a>a0:
     maxi=np.max(wf)
     imaxi=np.argmax(wf)
     #Top index retrieval
     topindex=0
     wf6=wf[imaxi]
     while wf6 > c1*maxi and imaxi+topindex != len(wf)-1:
      wf6=wf[imaxi+topindex]
      topindex+=1
     #Bottom index retrieval
     botindex=1
     wf4=wf[imaxi-botindex]
     while wf4 > c2*maxi and imaxi-botindex!=0:
      botindex+=1
      wf4=wf[imaxi-botindex]
     a=a-20
     if bt[imaxi+topindex-1]-bt[imaxi]<=a0 or bt[imaxi]-bt[imaxi-botindex]:
      break
     bt=bt[imaxi-botindex:imaxi+topindex]
     c1=c1-0.02
     c2=c2+0.02
     wf=[]
     ### Find wavelet transform coefficients given current dilation.
     for n,b0 in enumerate(bt):
      covtransform=haarval(prf,a,b0)
      wf.append(covtransform)
    return bt[imaxi-botindex],bt[imaxi],bt[imaxi+topindex-1]
In [6]:
####################################################################################
### firstmlh: function to obtain first approximation to mlh given the first dilation observed.
### It is written to avoid ceiling or floor mlh values being floor = 200 and top =3000.
def firstmlh(prf,a,bottom):
    r""" **First mixed-layer height value**
    Retrieve first mixed layer-height value for initial dilation `a`..
    **Parameters**
    **prf**: `np.nadarray`
        backscattering profile at time ti
    **a** : `np.array wf(a_0,b)`
        Wavelet covariant transform coefficients.
    **bottom** : `float`
        Lowest allowed value for mixed layer height retrieval.
    :rtype: float: First mixed layer height value
    The mixed-layer height under \ref{brooks2003,Grabon2010} is given by the maximum of the wavele
t covariance transfrom
    for a dilation `a` in a translation `b`, i.e.:
    for a dilation `a` in a translation `b`, i.e.:
    .. math:: MLH=max(W_f(a,b))
    This script provides the first or only estimate of the MLH depending on how the script is run.
If the recursive method is used then this
    MLH will change as the dilation changes, however, if the recursive method is not used then thi
s MLH is exactly the maximum of
    `W_f(120,b)` where `a=120` is recommended by \ref{brooks2003} as the initial or only dilation 
value.
    See Also
    findtops, haarcovtransfm, haarval
    """
    index=0
    newmlh=bottom
    global b
    global top
    top=top-50
    #Loop until newmlh is not current bottomo or top
    while newmlh<=bottom+50 or newmlh >= top-50:
     wf=[]
     if newmlh>=top-50:
      top=top-20
     elif newmlh<=bottom+50:
      bottom=bottom+20
     index+=1
     b=range(bottom,top,fi)
     for n,b0 in enumerate(b):
      covtransform=haarval(prf,a,b0)
      wf.append(covtransform)
     wf=np.asarray(wf)
     try:
      newmlh=b[np.argmax(wf)]
     except:
      break
    #  print newmlh
    #print bottom,top,newmlh








   
This is the main toolbox designed to aid main processsing by reading and writing to files and proc
essing data.
"""














 for unbin in bins:




















 while dif > 0:
  dif=dif-10
  count=count+1










 Write of mixed-layer file to txt file, using standard heading. For instance:
 **Parameters**
 **outputfile**: `string`
     Output filename. Usually a 'txt'.
 **horas** : `numpy.narray-float`
     Time vector as hourly decimals. 0., 0.166, ..., 23.83.
 **mlhs** : `numpy.narray-float`
     Mixed-layer heights vector.
 **station*: `string`






 fout.write("Ceilometer Vaisala CL31. 10 min averages in "+station+"\n")
 fout.write("MLH from Gradient method. Espectroscopia y Percepcion Remota, CCA-UNAM\n")
 fout.write("Version: 201801  "  )
 fout.write("http://www.atmosfera.unam.mx/espectroscopia/ceilo/\n")
 fout.write("Decimal.hour  MLH(m)\n")
 for i,unamlh in enumerate(mlhs):
  timeh=horas[i]








 Write of backscattering matrix to txt file, using standard heading. For instance:
 **Parameters**
 **outputfile**: `string`
     Output filename. Usually a 'txt'.
 **matrix**: `numpy.nadarray`
     Backscattering matrix mxn where m is the length of time vector, or number of decimal hours in
the particular day and n is the length of height vector, usually 500 (10-5000 m every 10 m).
 **hour_vec** : `numpy.narray-float`
     Time vector as hourly decimals. 0., 0.166, ..., 23.83.
 **date** : `string`
     Date of measurement (typically %Y%m%d)
 **station*: `string`






 fout.write("Datos de retrodispersion en "+ station + date+"\n" )
 fout.write("Ceilometro Vaisela CL31 \n")
 fout.write("Version del codigo: 201605\n"  )
 fout.write("http://www.atmosfera.unam.mx/espectroscopia/ceilo/\n")
 fout.write("Contacto: Espectroscopia y Percepcion Remota, CCA-UNAM\n")
 fout.write("Corrida de nombre "+str(runv)+'\n' )
 zstring="niveles:"
 for zval in zeta:
  zstring=zstring+" %i" % (zval)
 tstring ="horas: "
 for tval in hour_vec:
  tstring=tstring+" %.3f" % (tval)
 fout.write(zstring + "\n")
 fout.write(tstring +"\n")
 for i,vec in enumerate(matrix):
  for j,val in enumerate(vec):








 time = data[:,0]
 mlh = data[:,1]
 indices=[]
 #Definicion de tiempo minimo, leido del archivo.
 tmin=math.floor(min(time))
 tmax=tmin+1





 for i,h in enumerate(horas):
  if tmin>horas[i]:
   promedios.append('')
 for i,tt in enumerate(time):
  if tt>=tmin and tt <tmax:
   indices.append(mlh[i])
   if tt == maximo and len(indices) !=0:
    avg=sum(indices)/len(indices)
    promedios.append(avg)
  else :
  else :
   if len(indices) !=0:
    avg=sum(indices)/len(indices)
   else:
    avg=' '
   promedios.append(avg)
   indices = []
   tmin= tmin+1
   tmax= tmax+1




    r"""
    Write of backscattering matrix to txt file, using standard heading. For instance:
    **Parameters**
    **filename**:`string`
        Input filename. Usually a 'txt'.
    :rtype:time-array, mlh-array:  time and MLH vector.
    *See Also*
    :meth:`writemlh` , :meth:`readmatrixfile`
    """
    profil=np.genfromtxt(filename,skip_header=4)




 time = data[:,0]
 mlh = data[:,1]
 height=0
 for i,tt in enumerate(time):
  if tt==t:
   height=mlh[i]







 Running mean of array x over a window of size N.
 **Parameters**
 **x**: `np.array`
     Numpy array, usually 1D, to average over a moving or running mean.
 **N**: `numpy.nadarray`
     Size of moving average window.
 :rtype: `np.array` averaged with running mean.
    .. note::








 for i,j in enumerate(apendix):
  if i == 0:
   apendix[i]=x[i]
  elif i == 1:
   apendix[i]=np.sum(x[i-counter:i+1])/2.0
  else:











 Write number of backscattering profiles used for every 10-min averaged window.
 **Parameters**
 **outputfile**: `string`
     Output filename. Usually a 'txt'.
 **numofprof**: `int`
     Number of profiles used for average
 **t** : `numpy.narray-float`
     Time vector as hourly decimals. 0., 0.166, ..., 23.83.
 **date** : `string`
     Date of measurement (typically %Y%m%d)
 **estacion*: `string`
  Station string
 :rtype: None
 *See Also*
    :meth:`writematrix`
 """
 fout=open(outputfile,'w')
 fout.write("Datos de perfiles promediados "+ estacion + date[1:-6]+"\n" )
 fout.write("Ceilometro Vaisala CL31 \n")
 fout.write("Version del codigo: 2016 05 \n"  )
 fout.write("http://www.atmosfera.unam.mx/espectroscopia/ceilo/\n")
 fout.write("Contacto: Espectroscopia y Percepcion Remota, CCA-UNAM\n")
 tstring ="horas: "
 for tval in t:
  tstring=tstring+" %.3f" % (tval)
 fout.write(tstring +"\n")
 for i,prof in enumerate(numofprof):
  timeh=t[i]







 fout.write('Matriz de datos diarios a promediar' +'\n')
 fout.write('Ceilometro Vaisala CL31 '+estacion+'\n')
 fout.write('Corrida correspondiente a '+str(runv)+'\n')
 tstring='Tiempo (horas):'
 avg=''
 for h,t in enumerate(tvec):
  tstring=tstring+" %.3f" % (t)
  tstring=tstring+" %.3f" % (t)
  avg=avg+str(averages[h])+' '




 for i in range(fvec):
  for j in range(tvec):
   point=matrix[j,i]







#Usados en Avgmlh REDONDEANDO.
def insrtmatrxrnd(filename,t,trthval):
 data= np.genfromtxt(filename,skip_header=4)
 time = data[:,0]
 mlh = data[:,1]
 height=0
 for i,tt in enumerate(time):
  if tt > 23.3:
   base=2.0/6.0
  else:
   base=1.0/6.0
  if myround(tt,base)==t:
   if trthval is not False and int(mlh[i])<=60:
    height=0
   else:
    height=mlh[i]







 time = data[:,0]
 mlh = data[:,1]
 for i,tt in enumerate(time):
  if tt > 23.3:
   base=2.0/6.0
  else:
   base=1.0/6.0
  if myround(tt,base) not in tvec:

















 Algorithms used for Mixed-layer Height determination.This script computes the mlh through an iter
ative approach and calls the relevant method.
    A combined approach, named C2, due to the fact that it was the second version of a Combined al
gorithm uses both the gradient method and the wavelet method to find the boundary layer top. This 
was the algorithm used in :cite:`jlgf2018`.
 **Parameters**
 **allprf**: `np.nadarray`
     backscattering matrix
    **method**: `string`
     String calling a MLH determination method, either of the following strings are accepted: 'WT'
, 'Gradient', 'IPM', 'C2'.
 **tarr** : `np.array`
     Time-array, usually decimal hours.
 **mlh** : `numpy.nadarray`
     Mixed-layer height array, usually len(mlh)=144.
    **i** : `int`
      Integer of current time-step. Ranging from 0-143.
 **z** : `np.array`
  Height-array usually length 500, start=10, end=5000, t_step=10 [m]
 **t** : `numpy.narray-float`
     Time float of this specific computation.
 **uplim** : `string`
     Upper-limit of maximum MLH possible.
 :rtype: mlh: float
    .. note::
     **See Also functions to estimate and write mlh**
        :meth:`writemlh`
        :meth:`ipf`





# if t <8. and t >4.:
#  uplim=90
# elif t<=4. or (t>=21. and t<=24.):
#  uplim=120
# elif (t>=8. and t<12.) or (t>18. and t<21.):
#  uplim=140




 if len(z) > 255:
#  uplm=2*uplim







   vec=allprf[lowlim+1:uplim+1,jk]-allprf[lowlim:uplim,jk]
  except IndexError:
   return







 if method == 'Gradient' or method == 'Composite 1' or method =='C2':
  imin=np.argmin(vec)
  mlh[jk]=z[imin+(lowlm)]
  #if method=='C2':
  # print t,mlh[jk]
 elif method == 'Ipm':
 elif method == 'Ipm':
  mlh[jk]=ipmthd(vec,lowlm,z)
 elif method == 'WT':
  a=120/a1
  bot,mlh[jk],top=haarcovtransfm(allprf,z,jk,'Auto',fi,t,uplim*10*nn,lowlim*10)
 if method == 'Composite 1':
  if mlh[jk]<=120 or (jk>1 and mlh[jk] - mlh[jk-1] > 1000) :
   ipm=ipmthd(vec,lowlm,z)
   if ipm<=120 or (jk>1 and ipm - mlh[jk-1] > 700):
    #print '!!!! Valor anomalo en la hora', tarr[jk]
    #print 'Gradiente =', mlh[jk]
    #print 'Ipm = ', ipm
    a=120/a1
    b=range(100,4000,a2)
    newmlh=haarcovtransfm(allprf,z,jk,a,b,fi)
    bottom=120
    low=100
    while newmlh<= bottom:
      low=low+fi
      bottom=low
      b=range(low,4000,a2)
      newmlh=haarcovtransfm(allprf,z,jk,a,b,fi)
      if bottom >= 1000:
       break
    if mlh[jk] >= 120:
     mlh[jk]=np.sum(ipm+newmlh+mlh[jk])/3.
    elif ipm - mlh[jk-1] < 1300:
     mlh[jk]=np.sum(ipm+newmlh)/2.
    else:
     mlh[jk]=newmlh
    #print 'WT iterative =', newmlh
   elif mlh[jk]>120:
    mlh[jk]=(ipm+mlh[jk])/2.
   #print 'Anterior, Final ',mlh[jk-1], mlh[jk]
 elif method == 'C2':
  #print mlh[jk]
  if mlh[jk]<=(lowlim*10+50) or (jk>1 and mlh[jk] - mlh[jk-1] > 200):
   a=120/a1
   bot,newmlh,top=haarcovtransfm(allprf,z,jk,'Auto',fi,t,uplim*10*nn,lowlim*10)
  # print t, mlh[jk],newmlh
   if newmlh -mlh[jk-1] > 200:
    upper=uplim*10*nn
    while upper - newmlh < 500. and upper > 2500.:
     upper=upper-100
     bot,newmlh,top=haarcovtransfm(allprf,z,jk,'Auto',fi,t,upper,lowlim*10)
     #print newmlh
   if mlh[jk]>(lowlim*10+50) or newmlh<=(lowlim*10+50):
    mlh[jk]=(newmlh+mlh[jk])/2.
   else:
    mlh[jk]=newmlh
  # print 'MLH FINAL  :::',mlh[jk]
   #print 'Anterior, Final ',mlh[jk-1], mlh[jk]






 This function computes the cloud filter equations described in [Teschke (2008),Garcia-Franco (201
7), Garcia-Franco et.al. (2018)]
 **Parameters**
 **allprf**: `np.nadarray`
     backscattering matrix
 **tarr** : `np.array`
     Time-array, usually decimal hours.
 **z** : `np.array`
 **z** : `np.array`
  Height-array usually length 500, start=10, end=5000, t_step=10 [m]
 **datestring** : `string`
  String for date, typically %Y%m%d, e.g., 20160305
 :rtype: datetimearray, flag vector: temps returns all datetimes where cloud or precipitation
 has been found, flag vector is a numpy array with the dimensions of tarr where clouds are depicte
d
 as 1 and clear-sky conditions as 0.
 **Statistical filter**
 .. math:: \beta_\sigma (z,t)=B(z,t)\sigma(t)
 .. math:: \mu=\frac{1}{N_zN_t}\sum_z\sum_t\beta_\sigma(z,t)
 .. math:: \sum=\frac{1}{N_zN_t-1}\sum_z\sum_t[\beta_\sigma(z,t)-\mu]^2.
 .. math:: B_N=\mu+3\sqrt{\sum}
 * :math:`B(z,t)` Backscattering matrix
 * :math:`\sigma(t)` Variance over time $t$.
 * :math:`\mu` Global mean of \beta_\sigma(z,t)
 * :math:`\sum` Global variance of \beta_\sigma(z,t)
 * :math:`z_{max}` Maximum integration level [m]
 * :math:`B_N` Threshold for determining cloud or no cloud, function of both global mean and varia
nce.
 `B_N` defines the threshold value used for determining whether or not a profile at time `t` prese
nts




















 for i,t in enumerate(tarr):
  for j,z1 in enumerate(z[zi:zmax]):
   try:
    sumi=sumi+a[j+zi,i]
   except IndexError:
 #   print fl
    continue
 mu=sumi/count
 deviat=0
 for i,t in enumerate(tarr):
  for j,z1 in enumerate(z[zi:zmax]):
   try:
    deviat=deviat+((a[j+zi,i]-mu)**2)
   except IndexError:





 #if ec > 1400:
 # print fl, ec
 for i,t in enumerate(tarr):
  cloud=False
  for j,z1 in enumerate(z[zi:zmax]):
   try:
    if a[j+zi,i]>ec or a[j+zi,i]>thrs:
    if a[j+zi,i]>ec or a[j+zi,i]>thrs:
     horas=int(math.floor(t))
     minutos=int(round((t-horas)*60,-1))
     tim=datetime.datetime(year,mes,dia,horas,minutos)
     tmps.append(tim)
     #nbs.append(1)
     cloud=True
     break
   except IndexError:
    continue
  if cloud:
   nbs.append(1)
  else:






###LECTURA ESTANDAR DE PERFILES DE RETRODISPERSION
def readprofile(fl,tim):
 fle=open(fl,'r')
 for i in range(6):
  fle.readline()
 filename=fl.split('/')[1]
















 if len(allprf) == 250:
  for i in range(1,501,2):
   #print i
   perfil=np.insert(perfil,i,int(0))
 #print perfil
 try:






    r"""
    Write of backscattering matrix to txt file, using standard heading. For instance:
    **Parameters**
    **filename**: `string`
        Input filename. Usually a 'txt'.
    :rtype: z,tarr,allprf height and time vector and backscattering matrix.
    *See Also*
    :meth:`writemlh`
    
    m=6
    m=6
    y=8
    f = open(filename, 'r')
    for i in range(m):
        f.readline()
    z=np.array(f.readline().split()[1:],dtype=float)
    tarr=np.array(f.readline().split()[1:],dtype=float)
    allprf=np.genfromtxt(filename,skip_header=y)
    # print tarr
    # print allprf.shape
    return [z,tarr,allprf]
    """
    z=pd.read_csv(heightfile)
    z=z.values
    tarr=pd.read_csv(timefile)
    tarr=tarr.values
    allprf = pd.read_csv(snrfile)
    allprf = allprf.values
    #print(z)
    return [z,tarr,allprf]
In [43]:
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import csv
import pandas as pd
z,tarr,allprf = readmatrixfile("profHeights.csv","ceilometerTime.csv","varbackscattera.csv")
        
mlhs1=[]
for i in range(1,10):
    if i<9:
        c=list(haarcovtransfm(allprf,z,(i-1)*225,'a1',10,tarr,3000,100))
        mlhs1.append(c[1])
    else:
        c=list(haarcovtransfm(allprf,z,(i-1)*225-1,'a1',10,tarr,3000,100))
        mlhs1.append(c[1])
        
mlhs2=[]
for i in range(1,10):
    if i<9:
        c=list(haarcovtransfm(allprf,z,(i-1)*225,'a2',10,tarr,3000,100))
        mlhs2.append(c[1])
    else:
        c=list(haarcovtransfm(allprf,z,(i-1)*225-1,'a2',10,tarr,3000,100))
        mlhs2.append(c[1])
        
mlhs3=[]
for i in range(1,10):
    if i<9:
        c=list(haarcovtransfm(allprf,z,(i-1)*225,'a3',10,tarr,3000,100))
        mlhs3.append(c[1])
    else:
        c=list(haarcovtransfm(allprf,z,(i-1)*225-1,'a3',10,tarr,3000,100))
        mlhs3.append(c[1]) 
mlhs4=[]
for i in range(1,10):
    if i<9:
        c=list(haarcovtransfm(allprf,z,(i-1)*225,'a4',10,tarr,3000,100))
        mlhs4.append(c[1])
    else:
        c=list(haarcovtransfm(allprf,z,(i-1)*225-1,'a4',10,tarr,3000,100))
        mlhs4.append(c[1]) 
mlhs5=[]
for i in range(1,10):
    if i<9:
        c=list(haarcovtransfm(allprf,z,(i-1)*225,'a5',10,tarr,3000,100))
        mlhs5.append(c[1])
        mlhs5.append(c[1])
    else:
        c=list(haarcovtransfm(allprf,z,(i-1)*225-1,'a5',10,tarr,3000,100))
        mlhs5.append(c[1]) 
mlhs6=[]
for i in range(1,10):
    if i<9:
        c=list(haarcovtransfm(allprf,z,(i-1)*225,'a6',10,tarr,3000,100))
        mlhs6.append(c[1])
    else:
        c=list(haarcovtransfm(allprf,z,(i-1)*225-1,'a6',10,tarr,3000,100))
        mlhs6.append(c[1]) 
        
mlhs = []
for i in range(len(mlhs1)):
    mlhs.append(mlhs1[i] + mlhs2[i]+ mlhs3[i]+ mlhs4[i]+ mlhs5[i]+ mlhs6[i])
mlhs=np.true_divide(mlhs, 6)
pblhs=[]
for i in mlhs:
    pblhs.append(int(round(i,-1)))
np.savetxt("pblhs.csv",pblhs, delimiter =" ",  fmt ='% s') 
print(pblhs)
This code block is executed, although it produces no output. Lines starting with a simple hash are code comment and get treated as
part of the code block. To include this new comment string we started the new block with a long line of hashes.
The sphinx-gallery parser will assume everything after this splitter and that continues to start with a comment hash and space
(respecting code style) is text that has to be rendered in html format. Keep in mind to always keep your comments always together by
comment hashes. That means to break a paragraph you still need to commend that line break.
In this example the next block of code produces some plotable data. Code is executed, figure is saved and then code is presented













p=17; %configured to UTC time -5
figure
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